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PRESIDENT’S
MESSAGE

A special light to the world

Fellow Scots,
We are living in extraordinary times, as the COVID-19
pandemic has altered life around the world dramatically.
Its arrival transformed The College of Wooster as well,
as 90% of our students moved off campus, and we
changed every aspect of how we work in order to keep
our community safe. Throughout this historic disruption,
Wooster’s devoted staff and faculty made sure that our
mission, our deepest values, and the powerful promise
we make to our students, continued. With their support,
our wonderful students have persisted, supporting one
another, working hard, and preparing for lives of purpose.
Our faculty worked with extraordinary dedication to
redesign their courses (more than five hundred of them,
from theater to organic chemistry) so that they were
accessible to their students across the country and around
the world. They were committed to helping every student
finish every course, as well as to ensuring the continuity
of the mentoring, advising, and meaningful connection
that are such important parts of a Wooster education.
Our staff created new ways to support students both
near and far. They cared for the 190 students, from
dozens of nations, who stayed on our campus because
going home was not feasible or safe for them. They
supported individual students who were quarantined
or faced family illness or loss. They launched remote
academic support through the Writing Center, Math
Center, and STEM Zone. And our Student Activities team,
Center for Diversity and Inclusion, and coaches helped
students stay connected to this wonderful community.
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Our staff and faculty work every day to realize Wooster’s
Promise for our students, no matter what challenges we
face. With this issue, we bid a grateful farewell to those
who are retiring this summer. The impact they have made
in their decades of service to the College is incalculable.
These wonderful colleagues taught their last classes
and completed their work at the College at a time like
no other in Wooster’s history. They have built the Wooster
we are today and shaped the Wooster we will become for
students of the future.
We wish the wonderful Class of 2020 all the best for their
futures. Their four years at the College have been historic
ones, and they have made the College even stronger
through their learning, engagement, and dedication to
our community. The journey these students have traveled
over these four years is possible because of the support
of thousands of Wooster alumni, families, and friends. We
know that this class, whose passion for learning and action
has been honed through a time of such adversity, will bring
a special light to the world. Their brilliance, determination,
and passion will make a difference for many years to come.

Sarah R. Bolton
President

I.S. in the words of the Class of 2020

After a year of focused research and review, hours of
writing that accumulate into
days of writing, and weekly meetings with
faculty advisors, Wooster seniors delivered the fruits of their labor this spring.
Their Independent Study projects—which
ranged from an analysis of anti-Blackness
and a novel about a global pandemic (eye
emoji) to the social and cognitive benefits
of exercise in Autism patients—demonstrated not only an unique ability to tackle
tough topics with an organized methodology but to present end products that serve
to further human understanding.
Here read about some of the big questions pursued by members of the Class
of 2020, an explanation of their approach
and the strategies employed, the “aha
moments” when all of the pieces finally
came together and made sense, and what
they discovered about the topics and
themselves along the way.
I.S. in their own words.
Visit news.wooster.edu/symposium
to view projects from the 2020 Virtual
Senior Research Symposium.
Search Wooster’s I.S. database for the
full texts of Independent Study projects at
Wooster.edu/academics/research/is/database
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Wash your hands, you filthy animals!
An exploration of the presence of antibiotic
resistance genes in non-clinical settings

Ana Fairbanks-Mahnke
Biochemistry and Molecular
Biology
MENTOR:
Stephanie Strand,
Associate Professor
of Biology, Biochemistry
and Molecular Biology

I came to Wooster specifically because of the
I.S. experience. I know that later in life I want
to continue doing research and go to graduate school, and have always dreamed of
being a scientist, so I jumped at the chance to
get hands-on research experience.
From my very first weeks on campus as a
first year, I sent emails to all the department
heads looking to see if anyone needed help
in the lab. I worked with Dr. Jennifer Ison in
the biology department for a year and then
met Dr. Stephanie Strand, and I never looked
back. From starting with sophomore research to designing and completing my own
Independent Study thesis, my ability to work
closely with professors in a laboratory setting
has been invaluable to me.

Antibiotic resistance in microorganisms is predicted
to be one of the largest global health challenges in
the coming decade. Fairbanks-Mahnke examined the
presence of antibiotic resistance in both the surface-associated microbial communities of commonly used surfaces around
campus, as well as the ability of a novel technique called digital
droplet PCR to detect changes in resistance genes in the guts
of student volunteers over the course of a semester.
Under the direction of Dr. Strand on my I.S.
I really feel like I came into my own. I had
had many research experiences by this point,
but the ability to research, design, apply for
funding and write a budget, and complete
my written report was nothing I had ever
experienced before. Every step of the way
the processes of completing my thesis exceeded
my expectations in both the ways that I was
challenged along the process, as well as what
I was able to learn and accomplish.
My I.S. focused on the presence of antibiotic resistance in both the surface-associated
microbial communities of commonly used
4
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surfaces around campus, as well as the ability
of a novel technique called digital droplet
PCR to detect changes in resistance genes in
the guts of student volunteers over the course
of a semester.
Residential college campuses represent a
model urban environment for studying the
movement of resistance genes in non-clinical
settings. This is due to the fact that the students at these campuses share a small subset
of common surfaces and spaces that they
interact with, by which microbial diversity
and resistance can be exchanged.
I employed a wide range of laboratory techniques to both culture and profile bacteria
isolated from surfaces around campus, as
well as to design a human trial with student
volunteers from the campus community. In
the course of my project I was both able to
use a new technique, digital droplet PCR, to
track changes in the presence of an antibiotic
resistance gene in the human gut, but also
analyze the presence of antibiotic resistance
in bacterial isolates from surfaces around
Wooster.
Ultimately, it proved to be an effective technique for investigating temporal changes
in resistance genes and presents a potential
solution to many pressing needs within the
field of antibiotic resistance research. These
perspectives will better allow future researchers to approach the role that surfaces have on
the acquisition of antibiotic resistance genes, as
well as to use the tool of digital droplet PCR to
track changes in the human gut microbiome.
I am hoping to continue in a career in research science, in particular a career within
microbiology as it relates to themes of human
health. I plan to apply to Ph.D. programs in
microbiology after working in research for a
few years.

Using Monte Carlo simulations to study
the effects of subsidies on the market
share of electric vehicles

What’s the effect of government subsidies and other benefits on
the market-share of electric vehicles in the U.S. passenger-vehicle
sector? Using Monte-Carlo simulations in a game-theory duopoly
framework and constant-returns Cobb-Douglas production functions Bajaj
found that per-unit price subsidies increased the market share of electric
vehicles.
Growing up, I was always fascinated with
cars, and they quickly became my passion.
Being a double-major, I always felt like I had
a sophisticated enough toolset to be able to
analyze and study real-world issues, and
so the idea to do something relating to the
automobile industry seemed but natural.
Electric vehicles are the latest trend in the
passenger vehicle market due to increasing
environmental awareness, and even though I
personally do not think they hold much promise, a lot of people seem to think that they do.
Conventional gasoline vehicles are a leading
source of air-pollution across the globe, and
governments, as well as a large number of
consumers, believe that electric vehicles are
a temporary solution to the harmful levels of
tail-pipe emissions. In order to promote the
adoption of this technology, governments
in a number of countries introduce policies
which promote this technology by offering
subsidies and other benefits to consumers.

(the duopoly consists of one EV-producing
firm and one gas-vehicle producing firm),
found that the current policy ceiling of
200,000 vehicles per manufacturer hampers
the growth of the electric-vehicle (EV) market-share. The policy in place in the United
States offers $7,500 in tax-credit per-vehicle to manufacturers of EVs, and this tax
credit is used to reduce the price per vehicle.
Tesla and GM have already reached the
200,000-vehicle threshold, and my research,
as well as the supporting literature cited
in my I.S., discusses that the ideal way to
promote mass-adoption of EVs is to continue to provide the tax-credit and remove the
200,000-vehicle limit.

Yash Bajaj

Economics,
Computer Science
MENTORS
Amyaz Moledina,
Associate Professor of
Economics, Business
Economics, and Global
and International Studies;
Sofia Visa,
Associate Professor of
Computer Science

I decided to use a combination of economic
modeling and computer science concepts in
order to study the effect that price-reducing
per-unit subsidies on electric vehicles have
on their market-share.
My I.S., using Monte-Carlo simulations
within a game-theory duopoly framework
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Do cheaters prosper? Examining how
organizations use sports cheating to achieve
institutional advancement

Cullen Kuhn
History
MENTOR
Katie Holt,
Associate Professor
of History and Latin
American Studies

I have been a life-long sports fan, so I
wanted to somehow incorporate the world
of sports into my Independent Study project. Additionally, my topic itself had little
research from a historical perspective, so
as it evolved, I felt I was doing some pretty
meaningful research about a topic in which I
had a great interest.
Sports cheating has long been a part of history throughout the world, but it is a subject
that historians have only engaged with for
about fifty years. Although historians have
studied how and to what severity sports
cheating occurs, nobody has looked at sports
cheating and the specific effects it may have
on involved parties. Many historians also
do not look at why organizations use sports
cheating when they know it is illegal.

Why do people engage in sports cheating when they
know it is illegal? And what lasting effects does
sports cheating have on the involved parties?
Kuhn examines these two case studies—the USC
Reggie Bush scandal and the Russian Olympic doping scandal.
My I.S. draws on existing scholarship in the
form of secondary research that focuses on
the history of sports cheating as well as the
histories of my two specific case studies—
The University of Southern California cheating scandal, in which Reggie Bush received
cash compensation in order to attend and
play football at USC, and my Russia case
study, in which Russian Olympic athletes
were part of a hidden elaborate doping
scandal facilitated by the Russian state.
These two case studies show sports cheating
in foreign and domestic contexts in different

6
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scales. Additionally, I draw on my own analysis of primary sources of coverage of my
two case studies, such as reports, newspaper articles, interviews, and other forms of
primary coverage of the scandals.
My argument asserts that organizations use
sports cheating in order to achieve some sort
of institutional advancement.
The entire Independent Study taught me so
much about the values of discipline and collaborative thinking. While a good portion of
the work is done independently, my project
was enhanced tremendously through the
help of my faculty advisor, Dr. Katie Holt.
Not only was Dr. Holt a huge help in terms
of cultivating ideas and research techniques,
but she also served as a support system that
helped me stay aligned with my goals and
keep a regular working schedule.
A lot of the skills I took from I.S. are directly
transferrable to the job market or graduate
school. The ability of Wooster students to
balance a rigorous course load with a project
like I.S. on top of it, all while remaining
actively engaged in the Wooster community,
whether it’s through athletics, clubs, student
groups, etc. shows that Wooster students are
able to balance a tough schedule filled with
arduous tasks.
Additionally, the I.S. process taught me a lot
about skills like project management, critical
thinking, collaboration, and independent
thinking, all of which can be transferred into
the workforce or graduate school.
I am accepting an offer to work as an associate advisor at a wealth management firm in
Baltimore, Maryland.

#KancelKulture: An analysis of cancel
culture and social media activism through
the lens of minority college students

What is cancel culture? What are its impacts? Palmer studies
how minority students of color find cancel culture to be both
a benefit and a harm.
In my sophomore year at Wooster, I discovered I had a personal interest in writing about
current social media trends/movements
which inspired me to conduct a research
paper on cancel culture. As an individual, I
practiced cancel culture for some time but as
I continued my education at Wooster I began
to become curious as to what the ethics were
behind cancel culture itself.
I don’t think I ever would have imagined
that I would thoroughly enjoy writing my
I.S. Through the entire process, I was always
excited to write or conduct my experiment.
This excitement encourages me to explain
to younger students that they can enjoy the
process as well.
I investigated how minority students of color
find cancel culture (boycotting a brand or
celebrity) to be a beneficial or harmful form of
social media activism. I situated social media
as a networked public and discuss how consumer activism meets social media activism,
specifically on Twitter, to create cancel culture.
My study includes results from a combination of a focus group and individual inter-

views that discuss topics of social media use,
participation in cancel culture, and activism
involvement. This study provides a definition
of cancel culture through the perspectives of
generation Z social media users and discusses
the duality in which cancel culture is a form of
social media activism, but also contributes to
creating a spiral of silence online.

Kori Palmer

Communication Studies
MENTOR
Nii Nikoi,
Assistant Professor
of Film Studies and Global
Media & Digital Studies

The most intriguing find from my study was
discovering the duality of cancel culture in
the way that it gives people a voice to call
out statements or acts of bigotry but on the
other end creates a spiral of silence that can
mute people who are “canceled” by society.
Overall, my I.S. begs for more education as
a solution to remedying the ignorance that
stems from the offensive ideas that some
companies and people have.
I am particularly interested in getting into the
entertainment field. I hope to start out in social media marketing or public relations and
then expand into a more creative role. Right
now, I am trying to combine my passion for
entertainment and my need to help make the
world a better place.

Left: Because my topic is so contemporary, my research methods
were not only confined to conceptualizing ideas from scholarly articles
but also magazines, newspapers,
and interviews from just this year.
Cancel culture is still evolving and
understanding recent opinions and
ideas about this trend is important to
understanding how it affects social
media and activism as a whole.
SPRING/SUMMER 2020 | WOOSTER
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Does age matter? The effects of age
composition on social movement success

Claire Miller
Political Science
MENTOR
Michele Leiby,
Associate Professor of
Political Science and
Latin American Studies

From the anti-war protests and the civil rights
movement in the 1960s and 1970s to the
March for Our Lives demonstration and the
climate change strikes, youth have led and
participated in countless movements throughout history to now.
My I.S. topic was the effects of age composition on social movement success.
Originally, I wanted to do research related to
non-violent movements because when I took
Professor Matthew Krain’s Political Violence
class, I was really interested in the nonviolence unit. So, I started looking more into the
nonviolence literature with special attention
to the areas for future research.

What makes certain protests, demonstrations and
movements successful? Does age matter? Miller examines the relationship between youth membership in
social movements and the likelihood of social movement success.
One area of future research scholars suggested was to analyze how demographics of a
non-violent movement affects that movement’s ability to succeed. I thought that was
really interesting.
I started thinking about how the age of
social movement members may be a factor
in social movement success since there have
been countless student movements throughout history and within the past few years,
increased youth mobilization. I specifically
thought about the survivors of the 2018 Parkland shooting who created the #NeverAgain
movement to end gun violence and wanted to
do research to examine if their age was more
beneficial or detrimental to their ability to
reach their goals.

8
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For my I.S., I tested two hypotheses. First,
I hypothesize that age diversity will have a
positive effect on the likelihood of campaign
success. Then, I hypothesize that movements
composed of mostly young people will
increase the likelihood that the public see
movement members and leaders as bold and
inspirational, and as a result, positively impact
their likelihood to support the movement.
I used two different methods to test each one
of my hypotheses. For the first hypothesis, I
conducted various statistical analyses using
Stephen and Lewis’s NAVCO 2.0 dataset
to analyze the relationship between the age
diversity of campaigns and campaign success.
For the second hypothesis, I conducted a survey experiment using Mturk, an Amazon-run
service, to evaluate the relationship between
the age composition of social movements and
their ability to gain public support. In the
survey experiment, respondents were shown
either a description about a youth movement
or an adult movement. Then the respondents
answered questions on whether or not they
would support the movement and how well
they believed certain character traits described the leaders of the movement.
The results do not provide support for my
first hypothesis but provide support for part
of my second hypothesis, specifically the
relationship between the intervening variable, public perception of the movement, and
dependent variable, the public’s likelihood of
supporting the movement.
I am looking for a career in public administration or public policy and would like to work
in the government or for a non-profit organization. I am very interested in helping create
change whether that is through the government or a non-governmental organization.

Big time college sports: Amateurism,
exploitation, and predicting attitudes
regarding student-athlete compensation

Should “big-time” student-athletes get paid for their efforts to
bring in revenue for the NCAA? Does race have anything to do
with our answers to this question? Hearst, in his I.S., examined
support for increased compensation and assessed the effect of racial
attitudes on support for increased compensation.
The National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA), particularly men’s basketball
and football, has seen massive growth in its
revenue and popularity. Because of this, the
NCAA has also been accused of exploiting
the “big-time” student-athletes that generate
the revenue.
This thesis has extended this aforementioned accusation by examining the notion of
amateurism employed as misguided and arbitrary. However, the appeal to amateurism
as a ground to continue the current form of
collegiate sports are not sufficient as it leads
to exploitation. In addition to this, methods
in psychology were used to examine some of
the arguments and positions provided from
multiple perspectives.
The psychological study I conducted included personality measures such as Belief in a
Just World (BJW), Right-Wing Authoritarianism (RWA), and Support for Affirmative
Action (SAA), which were used to examine
participants’ support for increased compensation. Image framing manipulations
assessed the effect of racial attitudes on
support with increased compensation. It is
hypothesized that higher scores on BJW and
RWA will correlate with lower support for
increased compensation, while higher scores
on SAA will correlate with higher support
for increased compensation.
Results indicated that RWA and BJW were
not correlated with levels of support, while

SAA was correlated. Black athletes received
more average support than white athletes,
and Div. III student-athletes indicated less
average support than non-student-athletes.
Exploitation of “big-time” student-athletes
should influence society to make the changes necessary to alleviate the problem, and
future studies should look to incorporate the
conclusions from the philosophical analysis
into more robust psychological research.

Malik Hearst
Philosophy, Psychology
MENTORS
Susan Clayton,
Whitmore-Williams
Professor of Psychology
Elizabeth Schiltz,
Raju Chair of East-West
Philosophy

I have always loved and wanted to work in
sports, so writing a sports-centric I.S. really
enabled me to show that you can take a liberal arts education and apply it to the sports
context effectively. I am currently exploring a
multitude of career paths, including going to
graduate school for sports management, so
the I.S. just tied everything together.
I chose to study the topic that I did because
of the encouragement I got from both departments and my advisors to write about
something that really interests me and
“keeps me up at night,” so to speak.
I had a great experience with my I.S. process.
When I got to Wooster, I didn’t think I was
capable of doing I.S., but with the help of my
advisors, Dr. Susan Clayton and Dr. Elizabeth Schiltz, it made something that seemed
insurmountable and made it more manageable. I think that the skills and experience I
gained from I.S. will carry on into any career
path I go into and for the rest of my life.

SPRING/SUMMER 2020 | WOOSTER
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Developing a web-based application
for finding meeting places

Aedan Pettit

Computer Science,
Mathematics
MENTOR
Nathan Fox,
Visiting Assistant
Professor of Mathematics
and Computer Science

My main goal going into I.S. was to create
something that people can actually use. I
developed a complete web application that
is usable. This is the first time that I have
created a software project of this magnitude
and developing software like this is something that I will be doing in my career.

with a place to meet that minimizes their
total driving time. I chose my topic because I
often carpool with friends between Wooster
and back home near D.C. The goal of my
project was to create an application that
allows us to find a place for parents to meet
us to minimize everybody’s driving time.

I accepted a job offer as a software developer at a software company in Maryland
called Asymmetrik. I was offered the job in
October so my I.S. didn’t play a huge role in
getting the job, but the things I learned by
doing I.S. will certainly help me when I
start working.

Using techniques from graph theory, an
algorithm is developed in order to make
this service possible. Then, using Python
programming, this algorithm is implemented into the backend of the web application
along with a simple, user-friendly interface.
This application has exciting potential to be
continually expanded and improved in the
future beyond this initial version.

Meeting Place Finder is a web application—
an original app that I created and designed—which allows users to supply three
or more locations and provides them

Carpooling is a fact of life for many students but what
if there was an app to make meet ups easier? Pettit
created and designed an original app that allows users
to supply three or more locations and provides them with a place
to meet that minimizes their total driving time.

Right: Pettit created Meeting Place
Finder, an original web application
that allows users to supply three or
more locations and provides them
with a place to meet that minimizes
their total driving time.

10
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My I.S. experience was very rewarding. I
wasn’t sure what to expect going into it, but
I’m really proud of what I accomplished. I.S.
is a very daunting task, but working one-onone with Dr. Nathan Fox made it feel much
more manageable. It was often very stressful and time-consuming, but ultimately, I
enjoyed what I was doing and I’m glad that
I had an opportunity to work on a project
like this.

Let’s get moving: The social & cognitive
benefits of exercise on adolescents with level 1
(mild) autism spectrum disorder

Are there social and cognitive benefits of exercise for adolescents
with Level 1 (mild) Autism Spectrum Disorder? Gennett found that
adolescents with mild ASD were more likely to engage with their
peers, maintain a conversation with individuals, and display an improved
attention span after weight training exercise intervention.
Last summer, I interned at Specialty Athletic
Training in Portland, Oregon, a gym for
individuals within the special needs community. I loved the passion and positive
energy that my clients brought to their
workouts each week.

tain a conversation with individuals, and
display an improved attention span. The social and cognitive benefits of weight training
exercise intervention may allow speech-language pathologists to consider adapting their
sessions to include physical activities.

This led me to the purpose of my study to
investigate the social and cognitive benefits
of adolescents with mild autism spectrum
disorder (ASD), as well as parent perceptions
of how exercise has benefited their adolescent’s social and cognitive functioning.

This study allowed me to combine my
passion for individuals with ASD and
fitness. Through this research study, I hope
to bring awareness to organizations like
Specialty Athletic Training, as individuals
within the special needs community are
often overlooked by the fitness industry.
I also hope to use the knowledge I have
gained in graduate school next year.

My I.S. experience at Wooster was everything
I had hoped it would be when enrolling at
Wooster. With help from both of my advisors
Dr. Joan Furey and Dr. Jennifer Keelor, I was
awarded Copeland funding to travel back
to Specialty Athletic Training to conduct
my experimental design for my I.S., as well
as conduct face-to-face interviews with the
parents of adolescents with mild ASD.

Payton
Gennett

Communication Sciences
& Disorders
MENTORS
Joan Furey,
Associate Professor of
Communication
Jennifer Keelor,
Visiting Assistant Professor
of Communication Sciences
& Disorders

I am looking forward to attending graduate
school at St. Mary’s College in the fall to
pursue a dual master’s degree in autism
studies and speech language pathology. I
greatly appreciate the I.S. process as I feel
well prepared for the next stage of my life.

The results of the weight training exercise
intervention revealed improved social and
cognitive functioning. As a result of exercise
intervention, adolescents with mild ASD are
more likely to engage with their peers, mainRight: For the experimental portion of my I.S.
I led my participants through a weight training
workout. I had the participants complete social and
cognitive tasks before and after the weight training
exercise intervention program to see if there were
differences in the social and cognitive functioning
of adolescents with mild ASD.

SPRING/SUMMER 2020 | WOOSTER
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All my n*ggas is casket pretty:
Projects of sustainability for Black folks

Sharah Georgia Hutson
Philosophy
MENTOR
Evan Riley,
Associate Professor
of Philosophy and
Department Chair

During the fall semester of junior year, I went
on a Women and Gender Studies study abroad
program to the Netherlands, Germany, Poland,
and the Czech Republic. While I was abroad, I
encountered many forms of anti-Blackness and
started to feel othered within these spaces as
my frustrations grew towards what was happening due to me being a Black person.
When I returned to campus for spring semester of junior year, my junior I.S. Philosophy
course tasked us with choosing a question that
kept us up at night. I concluded that I wanted
to commit myself to locating the most practical
set of methods that allow Black individuals
to sustain themselves through honoring the
importance of multifarious modes of performance/art.

What is the correct way for Black individuals to respond
to anti-Blackness? How have other Black individuals
dealt with anti-Blackness? Hutson investigates the
manners in which Black folks are able to sustain themselves in a world in which anti-Blackness is a global commodity.
Hutson argues it is through multifarious modes of performance/art
that Black folks are able to sustain a future for themselves, while
using these mediums as a means of resistance that “resists death,
slavery, infamy, and shame.”
Drawing from and embodying that the personal is political, I wanted to explore a topic that
drew from both my personal experiences and
content that I have been taught throughout
my four years at The College of Wooster. I am
interested in understanding how anti-Blackness is present within all spaces of the world,
the role that political suffocations have in the
lives of Black individuals, the importance of
communal spaces that center Blackness, the
birth of quare theory, the limits of existing
queer theory, understanding the complexities
that come along with defining Blackness, and
other relevant topics.
12
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I discovered the importance of coalition
building for Black individuals, the role of anti-Blackness as an individual political system,
what comes from reconceptions of queerness,
radical potential of queer politics, and the
importance of honoring the malleablity of
Blackness through rejecting limiting it to an
essential list of properties. I concluded that
projects of sustainability, spaces that center
Blackness, the ethics of care, mutual aid, and
various modes of performance/art are what
allows Black individuals to sustain themselves in the constant face of anti-Blackness.
While recognizing the power that comes from
Black individuals engaging in the racial joy of
expressing themselves, it is also to understand
that anti-Blackness can never be annihilated.
Through I.S., I was able to learn how to tear
away from engaging with forms of academia
that are reproductions of colonialism, understand that I should not place an emphasis on
academic markers of success, how to make
academia more accessible through attempting
to clearly explain things, see the importance of
decolonizing academia through acts such as
rejecting the white canon, and become comfortable with not having a final answer.
Plagued with millions of questions, wondering
if there was more to discover, and not being
firm in my positions, it was always wonderful
to have an advisor who affirmed my worries
while also pushing me to fully trust in myself.
Whenever I would find myself going down a
rabbit hole, Professor Riley would always ask
the right questions that would lead me back to
the focus of the project while also ensuring that
I was aware that my I.S. is not a final say.
In the future, I hope to become a professor
and community organizer who continues to
uphold the notion that theories are embodied
in people’s everyday experience. At the end
of the day, I want to uphold the importance of
decolonizing academia through decentering
whiteness and make academia more accessible.

Creating capital in the creative capital: A case
study on the neighborhood level impact of
creative placemaking in Providence, R.I.

Is creative placemaking an effective force of neighborhood revitalization? Farmer’s research looked at how the Southside Cultural
Center of Rhode Island (SCCRI), located at the nexus of the Elmwood, Upper South Providence, and West End neighborhoods in Providence,
Rhode Island impacts its surrounding neighborhoods.
I was inspired by a few things to choose
to focus on creative placemaking for my
I.S., but mostly because I’d recently seen
so many urban experiments branded as
“creative placemaking” on social media
and news outlets that I was intrigued as
to whether the initiatives were successful
methods of redevelopment.
We often consider creative forces forms of
gentrification in urban areas, and I hoped to
discover that it was possible to take an artsbased route to revitalization for the neighborhoods who need it most.
I had a difficult time choosing which organization I wanted to focus on in Providence,
Rhode Island because of the multitude of
options in the area but finally decided on the
Southside Cultural Center because it seemed
to embody the characteristics I was hoping
for in an organization: it took a local cultural
approach to the arts and worked to engage
the community in its process. Its location
at the nexus of three of the most diverse
Providence neighborhoods also contributed
to my choice.
I discovered that creative placemaking is a
long-term process. SCCRI is in the midst of
creating change in its surrounding neighborhoods; its growing influence and beneficial
partnerships show that with the right tools
and involvement of community, creative
placemaking organizations can be catalysts for change alongside other revitalization-based initiatives.

The organizations within SCCRI and SCCRI
itself work to connect the cultural pieces of
neighborhoods together to create something
greater for the sake of improving community. Though they have not yet had a lasting
impact on the Southside neighborhoods of
Providence, they have the potential to create
a healthy revitalization effort based on creative organizations and the promotion of the
meaning of place in a neighborhood setting.

Emily Farmer
Urban Studies

MENTOR
James Burnell,
Professor of Economics,
Business Economics,
and Urban Studies

Though the arts may not be a central figure
for neighborhood revitalizing efforts, they
can be an integral way to bridge the gaps
between organizations/business/governments and the communities they serve. That
bridge is the key to revitalize communities
while preserving cultural and neighborhood
identity and life.
In the end, I am really proud of my work
and my research, and though I may not
continue with the same research down the
line, I know that I have the skills and ability
to complete a work of this breadth and work
one on one with professionals in the field of
urban studies.
I’d like to help make our cities more livable
and sustainable places for the future, and
I’d really love for that career to take a
modern and creative approach to urban
improvement. I think I better understand
the importance of community voice in creating action for change because of my I.S., and
I want to harness that creative knowledge to
transform our cities for the better.

“Street Dot Mural,” painted by members of
the surrounding neighborhood community
and sponsored through the Southside Cultural Center and The Avenue Concept. It’s
Rhode Island’s largest street mural-created through engaging the neighborhood.
(Picture from The Avenue Concept)
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Awake

Waverly Hart
English

MENTOR
Christopher Kang,
Assistant Professor
of English

When starting I.S. back in August, I knew two
things: I wanted to write fiction and I wanted
to somehow incorporate journalism into my
project. I wanted to write a fictional story
because I enjoy writing fiction; my favorite
classes at Wooster have been creative writing
classes. I wanted to incorporate journalism
because that is the career I am pursuing after
Wooster. I am co-editor-in-chief of the Wooster
Voice, and I am very passionate about journalism. I watch the news every night. I love
reporting news and campus events to the
student body.

transcend real life. I think the nightmares are
the most interesting parts of my I.S. to read.
As schools and businesses close, the high
schoolers must learn to adapt and cope with
their new reality. The story includes characters’ dreams written in notebooks or scribbled
on Post-It notes, screenshots of text messages
and Instagram posts, and diary entries written in the Notes app. As the disease progresses across the world, characters reactions are
shown digitally on social media as they become bored with staying home, but paranoid
about catching the disease.

However, I didn’t know how to incorporate
journalism into my I.S. without writing a
critical analysis of news coverage. One of my
friends suggested I tell a fictional story through
newspaper articles. I am very interested in the
form writing takes and how that affects how a
story is read and told. It sounded fun to write
a story through newspaper articles. So, I began
writing a story about an epidemic.

In my story, the disease begins in Northwest
Ohio and spreads throughout the world, but
the main focus of my story remains in Northwest Ohio. I focus on a group of high schoolers as they deal with the lifestyle changes,
fear, and paranoia the epidemic creates in
their town. I chose to write about an epidemic because I wanted to choose an event that
newspapers would cover often.

Ever wonder what daily life would look like during a
global pandemic? Hart’s uncannily-timed Independent
Study, an 80-page creative novel, tells the story of a
pandemic through the eyes of a group of high schoolers from Northwest Ohio using newspaper articles, diary entries,
text messages, and social media posts.
My I.S. is a creative novel that tells the story
of a pandemic through newspaper articles,
diary entries, and social media posts. My
main character, Jada Ansa, details the beginning of the epidemic and describes its
spread and devastating effect on community
life. Jada’s diary entries describe how she
deals with the deaths of her history teacher,
cousin, and friends as she watches them die
from the disease. The main symptoms of the
disease are vivid nightmares and insomnia.
I chose nightmares to be the main symptom,
so I could freely write compelling entries that
14
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Now, my choice seems a little uncanny and
timely.
With the COVID-19 pandemic today, I feel
like I’m watching my I.S. in real life. In my
I.S., schools and businesses closed, kids grew
very bored in their homes, political leaders
became infected, and news outlets were
dedicated to covering the disease around the
clock. There were a few times when I was
writing my I.S. and I thought, “Thank God
this isn’t happening in real life.” But now it is
and it is very strange to see.
Aside from writing, I think my I.S. experience
was so overwhelmingly positive because
of my advisor, Dr. Christopher Kang. Not
only is he brilliant, but he was so supportive
throughout the entire process. He encouraged
me to consider things I never would have,
and helped me create the best novel I could.
Our weekly I.S. meetings were one of the
highlights of my week.

The binding and kinetic mechanisms of
6-hydroxynicotinate 3-monooxygenase
(NicC), a decarboxylative hydroxylase
involved in nicotinate degradation

Can Chemistry help reduce the burden of harmful waste?
Perkins researched 6-hydroxynicotinate acid 3-monooxygenase
(NicC), a bacterial enzyme which is unique and interesting for
various chemical reasons and could possibly be engineered to help
degrade environmental contaminants.
I began working with Dr. Mark Snider during
my first year at Wooster, and I really enjoyed
both the research and Dr. Snider’s mentoring style. When the time came to pick my
I.S. topic, I thought, this is great; why stop?
So, I continued working on the same project
for my I.S. My research focused on studying
NicC, a bacterial enzyme which is unique and
interesting for various chemical reasons and
could possibly be engineered to help degrade
environmental contaminants.
NicC is a decarboxylative hydroxylase
involved in the nicotinic acid degradation
pathway of Bordetella bronchiseptica, a model
pathway for bacterial degradation of N-heterocyclic aromatic environmental contaminants. NicC is a flavin-dependent monooxygenase, catalyzing the transformation of
6-hydroxynicotinic acid to 2,5-dihydroxypyridine with concomitant oxidation of NADH to
NAD+. Previous studies have determined the
catalytic mechanism of NicC but the binding
and kinetic mechanisms are unknown.
Enzymes are proteins which facilitate important biochemical reactions, and we would
die if not for the many enzymes which are
active inside of us! This project fascinated me
because it allowed me to explore life on a very
fundamental level, using chemistry to explain
how life occurs. As a neuroscience major on
the biochemistry and molecular biology track,
I was very excited to do this research.
During my I.S. research, I spent a lot of time
using a stopped flow spectrophotometer,
which is an instrument usually only found

at major research institutions. This instrument
measures reactions on a millisecond timescale
and allows researchers to essentially be
molecular observers, observing reactions
as they take place.
NicC is unique for various chemical reasons,
so studying it in a very detailed and comprehensive way (enabled by use of the stopped
flow spectrophotometer) contributed significantly to the mechanistic enzymology literature. This study determined that NicC binds
substrate in a two-step mechanism in which
the initial enzyme-substrate complexes subsequently ionizes. This ionization step greatly
increases the affinity of NicC for the substrate.
Following binding, NicC catalyzes electrophilic aromatic substitution through the formation
of C4a-peroxyflavin, C4a-hydroperoxyflavin,
and C4a-hydroxyflavin intermediates which
enable substrate hydroxylation. NicC also catalyzes to a small extent an uncoupled reaction
pathway in which the C4a-hydroperoxyflavin
intermediate decays to hydrogen peroxide,
not producing hydroxylated product. Microscopic rates of NAD+ release, C4a-hydroperoxyflavin formation, and C4a-hydroxyflavin
formation limit the rate of the NicC-catalyzed
reaction, making these mechanistic steps logical engineering targets to improve the catalytic
efficiency of NicC.

Scott Perkins

Biochemistry and
Molecular Biology
MENTOR
Mark Snider,
Robert E. Wilson
Professor of Chemistry

Dr. Snider generously gives his time
to help students and is a natural
teacher. When our work generated
publishable results, he was eager to
involve me in the process of preparing and submitting a manuscript, and
I learned a lot from this.
I am currently in the process of
applying to medical schools and am
interested in careers that involve both
research and medical practice. I.S. has
given me first-hand research experience and an understanding of how
the academic research system works.

Additionally, my research suggested several
ways in which NicC might be engineered to
play a role in the degradation of environmental contaminants.
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To thine own self be true:
Deconstructing the ideal of authenticity

Brianna Schmidt
Philosophy
MENTOR
John Rudisill,
Associate Professor
of Philosophy

For a long time, I’ve nurtured a personal
interest in ethics and questions about
how one ought to live. Since my first
year of college, l knew that I wanted
my Independent Study to incorporate
these interests in some capacity.
The summer before senior year, I listened
to a lot of philosophy podcasts and eventually I stumbled across a podcast about
authenticity. I realized that authenticity was
a timely topic and encompassed my interests
in ethics and philosophy of life. After doing
more research and talking to some faculty
members, I decided to write my I.S. about
the ethics of authenticity.

What does it mean to be an authentic person? Schmidt
explored the relationship that authenticity has with
virtue in hopes of eliminating some of the ambiguity
that surrounds the concept of authenticity and developed a
theory that can tell us why, exactly, we should be authentic.
For my I.S. project, I compared three major
accounts of authenticity and analyzed their
philosophical merits and deficiencies. Then,
I constructed an original account of authenticity by synthesizing parts of those three
other major conceptions and forwarding
my own arguments.

Even though the prospect of completing a
self-guided thesis project was daunting, the
opportunity for me to pursue my philosophical interests in depth was a treasure. I
went into Independent Study a philosophy
student and came out a philosopher. To me,
that makes this an invaluable experience.

To accomplish this task, I built a framework
by which we can determine if a quality
amounts to a virtue, compared three major
conceptions of authenticity and evaluated the
merits and deficiencies of each account, and
developed my own account of authenticity.

After taking some time off from school to
work at a law firm, my plan is to go to law
school and become an attorney. What an I.S.
in philosophy and the practice of law have
in common is that they both force you to use
the tools of logic and intuition to adopt a position and defend it. So, the research, writing,
and advocacy skills that I developed during
the I.S. process are directly transferrable to
my career goals.

I organized the project into four chapters.
The first chapter is an explanation of virtue
ethics meant to provide grounding for the
project and a framework for analyzing if
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authenticity is a virtue. The second chapter is
a critical analysis of the ordinary conception
of authenticity and the existentialist account
of authenticity. In this chapter, I employ
the works of Lionel Trilling and Charles
Guignon to discuss how the modern notion
of authenticity emerged out of moral concerns during the Romantic era and continued to develop in our current culture. Next, I
address the existentialist account, specifically
the conceptions of authenticity forwarded
by Jean-Paul Sartre and Simone de Beauvoir.
The third chapter is an explanation of the
communitarian account of authenticity, featuring most prominently the work of Charles
Taylor. Lastly, the fourth chapter is a formulation of my own account of authenticity,
constructed by synthesizing the three major
accounts and forwarding my own arguments
about what it means to be a truly authentic
individual. This chapter concludes with
arguments for why authenticity, properly
understood using my account, is a virtue
according to an Aristotelian framework.

Students with and without learning
disabilities: The effects of socioeconomic
status, perceived academic support, stress,
and self-efficacy on academic success

Does socioeconomic status, perceived academic support
from family, peers, and teachers, and stress have an impact
on certain measures of academic success? Francis examined
how socioeconomic status and perceived academic support from others
work together to influence academic success through the traditional GPA,
ACT, and SAT scores as well as academic self-efficacy.
Starting in elementary school, I was placed in
the special education program at my schools.
I received so much support from my family,
teachers, and even my peers as I was running
to catch up to the rest of my class academically. From then on, I have always wanted to
become a teacher and to become that support
system for all students (those with learning
disabilities, gifted students, students not yet
tested but struggling). That was one of the
motives behind the topic of my I.S.
Another reason why I was so interested in
this topic, especially concerning the effects
on academic success, stems from questioning
whether I would have been as successful academically as I have been if not for my support
system of my family. Which, in turn, plays into
one’s self-efficacy and coping skills regarding
stress. All of the variables that I picked were
from my own curiosity on how those variables
ended up effecting my life as well as so many
others with learning disabilities.
One of the most challenging changes for
students with learning disabilities is the transition from high school academics to college.
In my I.S., I look at how socioeconomic status
and perceived academic support from others
work together to influence academic success
through the traditional GPA, ACT, and SAT
scores as well as academic self-efficacy. Past
studies have explored academic success by
studying socioeconomic status or perceived
academic support.

My study looks at the connection between
a student’s socioeconomic status, perceived
academic support from family, peers, and
teachers, and stress. We look at how those two
separate variables work together to influence
academic success through the traditional GPA,
ACT, and SAT scores as well as academic
self-efficacy. Participants completed a 15-25
minute survey that focused on those variables.

Helen Francis
Psychology
MENTOR
Evan Wilhelms,
Visiting Assistant Professor
of Psychology

There were significant correlations between
student’s socioeconomic status, perceived
support, and self-efficacy. There was also a full
mediation found with self-efficacy acting as
the mediator between socioeconomic status
and ACT scores. Future studies should focus
on adding high school participants to the sample population in a longitudinal study design.

process. When applying to Wooster, I
knew the importance of the mentorship between students and professors. I never knew how much I was
going to take away after finishing
I.S. I plan to use all of the skills that I
learned during the I.S. process in the
future as well as the results of my I.S.

The I.S. experience has helped me hone in
on my organization and time management
skills which will assist me when working
with school scheduling, overall teaching, and
afterschool programs. I learned how to take
criticism and work feedback to my advantage
rather than a negative experience especially when it comes to my own writing. The
communication skills needed to communicate
with my advisor but also participants and
other schools will be skills that I take with
me throughout my future collaborating with
others.

I plan on working as a 4th grade
teacher in Atlanta. For teachers and
family members especially, providing
students with a strong foundation
for their own academic self-efficacy (for any student, but especially
those with learning disabilities), will
help students reach their academic
potential earlier in their education
career. Teachers and family members
who can follow, support, catch, and
advocate for their student’s education
is by far the most important information that has been added to my
overall knowledge of this topic. I plan
to take all the data and results found
in my I.S. to help support students in
my classroom.

Professor Wilhelms in the Psychology Department was my I.S. advisor. I learned so much
from him as he assisted me throughout the I.S.
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Math Minds: Two Weiss-Ramsay
Exposing Gerrymandering
through Mathematics

Isaac Weiss

Mathematics,
Political Science
MENTORS
John Ramsay,
Professor of Mathematics
Bas van Dorn,
Associate Professor
of Political Science
I.S. title:
Compactness measures
for legislative districts

Though Isaac Weiss isn’t sure how Professor of
Mathematics John Ramsay was selected to be
his I.S. mentor, the longevity of their connection made the team a perfect match. More than
30 years after Ramsay worked with Isaac’s father, Kevin Weiss ’89, the latest Weiss-Ramsay
team enjoyed applying pure math principles to
easily identify gerrymandered districts.
“I’ve known Dr. Ramsay for a long time and
had many conversations with him in my time
here. His work with my father made him
familiar with the way I think,” said Weiss.
With his additional major in political science,
Weiss knew he wanted to find a research topic to study where the two subjects aligned,
but he wasn’t interested in polling data.
“What I’m drawn to is the mathematics, but
I love to see cool ways to apply it on top of
that, and I think that’s a pretty good match
with Isaac,” said Ramsay. “It’s interesting
to see mathematics in places that we never
would’ve expected it, and Isaac has found
a way to use data and math intelligently to
tackle real problems.”
Weiss explained that gerrymandering, a
partisan act that unfairly advantages or
disadvantages a political party by the district
design or shape of the layout, “literally
affects everyone, the identity that you hold,
where you live, socio-economic status,

KY3
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KY6

anything like that. If I live in a district that’s
been drawn in such a way that my voice and
my opinions never get heard, that can be
detrimental for a lot of reasons. It affects our
ability to have competitive elections.” The
goal of his I.S. was to find a way to evaluate
a district and measure whether or not it’s
been affected by gerrymandering.
“Part of what he’s diving into is can we have
a mathematically defined shape measure
that can identify districts that might be
questionable? Can we quantify that eyeball
test?” Ramsay said. Through his research,
Weiss hopes combining methods that look at
the boundaries of the district and the convex
hull—the shape of the district compared to
a geometric shape—and averaging the measures together can act as red flag to indicate
the district requires closer examination.
“The function we’re recommending would
indicate when to take a closer look at the
demographics and voting history to see if
there is something happening that says why
the district looks like that,” said Weiss. He
pointed out that while an oddly shaped
district can initially raise questions, some
districts like one example he referenced in
the Chicago area is “completely constitutional.” It ensures representation of the Latino
minority population in the area even though
it is an odd shape that fails the test.

Left: The illustrations depict two congressional
districts, the KY3 (Louisville, KY) is a district that
might rank more highly or pass the test, as the red
outline showcases the convex hull, and the green line
is the district itself. “It’s very close to being a convex
shape,” said Weiss. “Meanwhile, KY6 (Lexington and
surrounding areas) are much further from being a
convex shape.”

teams, 30 years apart
Combining his majors and interests in political science and mathematics through this
I.S. allowed Weiss to experience two “very
different flavors” of research. “With math
research, you’re looking at concepts and
how you can apply them, but with political
science it’s very much asking questions,”
said Weiss. “As politicians use more computational tools to do things like gerrymandering or use the census to draw districts, that’s
when they need mathematicians to step in
and think about the strategy.”

noting that lunches with fellow math majors
and faculty allowed him to “engage with
people thinking on the same wavelength.
Professors always made themselves available.” Getting to know the faculty helped
him when it came time to choose an advisor
for I.S., made him comfortable talking with
professors, and added to the strength he
developed at Wooster as a communicator—a
skill he continued to find useful in graduate
school and as he communicates with colleagues in his career.

As he prepares to take on a role as one of
those strategic thinkers, Weiss plans to
choose a graduate school program after
graduation focusing on a Ph.D. in mathematics, specifically in algebra, topology, or
algebraic topology.

Weiss finds that while some of those in his
field struggle to communicate effectively,
“I’m able to write about and explain what
I’m working on, and that’s definitely a skill I
took from Wooster. Professors incorporated a
writing component into every single class,”
he said. His experience with I.S. also helps
him to “dig into a specific topic and find a
useful and practical solution.”

Engaged in learning and relationships
Watching his son Isaac complete his Independent Study this year brought back memories
for Kevin Weiss ’89, “Math was very different back then,” he said. Weiss, who, like his
son worked with John Ramsay, professor of
mathematics, to “dig deeply” into a topic
that interested him, focused in on the field of
algebraic topology.
“Kevin was here when our department
was more purely mathematics, fewer double
majors. Almost every student went on to
earn a Ph.D.” Ramsay said, noting that today
students like Isaac, a double major in political
science, are applying the same pure math
principals to real-world problems.
Kevin Weiss, who now works as a senior
analyst and develops models for Transamerica Life Insurance Company, came to Wooster
as a chemistry major, but quickly found his
math classes more enjoyable: “Math had my
mind engaged 100 % of the time,” he said,

Kevin Weiss ’89
Mathematics
MENTOR
John Ramsay
Professor of Mathematics

I.S. title:
Algebraic topology:
Computing homotopy
groups

While the buildings, the campus, and even
studying mathematics seem different to
Weiss as he’s watched Isaac and his other children find a home at the College, Weiss enjoys
returning to campus and seeing how Wooster

“I’m able to write about and explain
what I’m working on, and that’s definitely
a skill I took from Wooster.” – Kevin Weiss ’89
continues to make a difference in education.
As for Ramsay, who retires at the end of the
academic year, working with Kevin’s son
Isaac this year comes with great satisfaction.
“It completes things in a way,” he said. “I
enjoyed working with Kevin as a student, seeing him get excited about what I was excited
about, and go do his Ph.D. in that. Working
with his son has the same rewards.”
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Faculty bid farewell with fondness
for students, Wooster experience

JB: Jim Burnell,

Howard Lowry Endowed
Professor of Economics,
Business Economics,
and Urban Studies
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CK: Chuck Kammer,

James F. Lincoln Professor
of Religious Studies and
Dean of Academies
of Religion

HK: Henry B. Kreuzman III,
Professor of Philosophy

AS: Alison Schmidt ‘75,
Associate Professor of
Education

From the joys of mentoring students in the classroom and as part of Independent
Study, teaching the tenets of critical thinking in the liberal arts, to coffee meetups
in Old Main and Wooster’s welcoming atmosphere, retiring faculty reminisce
about their time on campus, share the secret ingredients to Wooster’s success,
and what they will miss the most.

What have been some of the most rewarding
aspects of your work at Wooster?
JB: The most rewarding aspect of my time at Wooster
has been the opportunity to be involved in the Urban
Studies Program. The cross disciplinary approach
allowed me to think and communicate beyond my
training in economics.
CK: Most memorable to me has been three distinct occasions in which students gathered in silent demonstrations
before the Board of Trustees. On one occasion to save the
jobs of our dining services employees and twice to advocate
for a living wage for all the College’s employees. (A goal we
have not yet achieved.) These events gave concrete expression to our educational goal of encouraging a deep sense of
moral obligation in our students and future leaders.
HK: What I found most rewarding was developing partnerships and friendships with faculty and staff across the
institution as we worked to fulfill the College’s mission.
For example, the ARCH new student orientation program
requires close collaboration between the staff in Admissions,
Student Affairs, Residential Life, Dining Services, Campus
Buildings and Grounds, Institutional Advancement, and
APEX. Working with Dean Carolyn Buxton in Student
Affairs and so many people from across the College
committed to a common purpose– launching students’
academic, personal, and professional development– was
deeply gratifying.

JR: John Ramsay,

Professor of Mathematics,
Director of AMRE

DU: Diane Uber ‘74,
Professor of Spanish

JR: There are so many. I’ll share one very unique one that
comes from AMRE. In 2012, we did a project for AIG in New
York City. The final presentation was done at their home
office in the executive conference room in front of AIG’s vice
president of global human resources and others. The room
had two walls of glass and overlooked the Statue of Liberty.
I sat there in awe as the students presented their work as
confidently and cheerfully as if they were chatting with a
bunch of friends sitting around the fire in their dorm lobby.
I couldn’t have been prouder! The VP was stunned by the
quality of their work and the expertise they demonstrated.
AS: Without a doubt one of the most satisfying aspects of
my experiences with our education students was watching
them mature, gain confidence, and find success and satisfaction in teaching environments. Acting as the Associate Dean
of Advising at Wooster was extraordinarily satisfying. It was
very rewarding to work with students as they asked important questions, sought opportunities, reflected on their goals,
solved problems, worked to improve, and, ultimately, found
meaningful and exciting pathways to success.
DU: I was invited to deliver a keynote address on Puerto
Rican Spanish: “‘Addressing’ Respect and Politeness in Puerto
Rican Spanish” at the joint meeting of the 27th Conference
on Spanish in the United States and 12th Conference on
Spanish in Contact with Other Languages, held at Cleveland
State University from April 4-6, 2019. Through the assistance of an APEX Mini-Grant, I was able to transport my
upper-level linguistics students to participate in a session

KMZ: Kitty McManus
Zurko, Director and
Curator, College of
Wooster Art Museum

SM: Steve Moore,
Head Coach, Men’s
Basketball, Physical
Education
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of networking just for them with a researcher attending
that conference. They were able to also attend conference
sessions, and to attend my keynote presentation. Several of
my alumni who studied Spanish Linguistics with me over the
years were also able to attend my keynote address.

only as a classroom instructor, but also in research. Students
have been able to participate in field work with me and use
that experience as the foundation for their I.S. work. That
work has taken place in several venues: Cyprus, Greece, and
here in Ohio.

KMZ: One of the most rewarding (and challenging) aspects of directing the CWAM was the move in 2007 to the
participatory, experiential academic art museum program
of today from the then prevailing campus museum model
of opening the gallery doors and imparting specialized “art”
knowledge.

SM: Wooster has been successful due to the outstanding
quality of the professors that Wooster has had over the years.
Wooster’s professors are excellent teachers who care about
their students, and are willing to give of their time to make a
great experience for their students. Wooster has also had outstanding leadership at the top (Board members, Presidents,
and other top administrators).

What’s the secret to Wooster’s success?

AS: I am grateful to have had the opportunity to work in
an environment that values relationships, encourages tough
questions, and provides opportunities for these relationships
to develop. I think Wooster is successful because people take
the time to get to know, challenge, and to mentor one another. I recognize that small class size encourages meaningful
discourse between students, their classmates and faculty, and
value the opportunities that committee work, leaves, and
leadership positions provide. Ultimately, these experiences
foster growth, understanding, and a lifetime of benefit for all.

DB: It’s always been about Independent Study. Most of
the projects I have worked with have involved students
composing new collections of poetry, fiction or personal
essay—months of reading, writing, revising, and all sorts of
chaos and structure that ends up in work that often really
does take part in the contemporary literary scene, not just in
a classroom. But beyond the writing itself, it’s the opportunity
to immerse in these projects in such a way that I become
not just a mentor but they become a colleague. I also can’t
emphasize how much I have valued contact with colleagues
in other fields. It’s like living in a library of very smart people.
JB: My perspective on Wooster’s success is the structure
of the education the students encounter. Certainly this is a
result of our focus on I.S. as well as the liberal arts education
that students receive. Our stress on critical thinking had an
impact on the way I taught knowing that the students will
employ critical thinking in their research. I have tried to
expose them to aspects of the material that will prepare them
to think beyond the material presented.
NK: What I have found valuable in the Wooster approach
is the manner in which it allowed me to engage actively not

DB: Daniel Bourne,

Flo Kurtz Gault Endowed
Chair of English
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NK: P. Nick Kardulias,

Marian Senter Nixon
Professor of Classical
Civilization: Archaeology,
Sociology and Anthropology

What will you miss most about your time
at Wooster and why?
DB: I will miss the challenge of communicating with students what I have found important about literature, important about the world, and having my ideas tempered and
strengthened by their perspectives.
CK: What I will miss the most is my contact with students
and the energy and insights they bring with them. It feels
like a privilege to be allowed to accompany them during a
time when they are discovering themselves and the world
around them. They have also been some of my best teachers.

KT: Kim Tritt, Professor
of Theatre and Dance

Bouboucar N’Diaye
Professor of Africana
Studies and Political
Science

HK: Hands down what I will miss the most is working
closely with students and mentoring students. Working with
students from First-Year Seminar to Senior Independent
Study is about more than teaching students content; it is
about helping them develop personally and intellectually.
KT: The fabulously creative, passionate, and committed
students that, with me, have shared their love of dance
throughout the years.

What are your plans for retirement?
KB: I will continue my work with NCAA Championships
and serve as one of the chairs for the U.S. Swimming Olympic Trials. I also collected an enormous amount of data on
leadership this past year. It was quite transformational, and
I plan to share and publish those finding through various
modes.
JB: Given my interest in cities, I would like to become involved with an organization focused on city issues, primarily focused on the sustainability of urban neighborhoods.
NK: As is the case with the majority of archaeologists and
other field/laboratory researchers, I have a backlog of work
that requires analysis and publication of large amounts of
collected data. Currently, I’m working on a volume that will
be the final report on the archaeological survey I direct in
Cyprus, as well as articles on other field work in the Mediterranean and North America. I will continue to travel to Cyprus
and Greece well into the foreseeable future to study collections of stone tools. I will leave Wooster confident that the
Archaeology Program will continue to be vibrant under the
capable direction of Olivia Navarro-Farr.
SM: I will spend more time with my family/grandchildren,
but in addition will find a way to help others.

KB: Keith Beckett,

Professor of Physical
Education, Director of
Physical Education,
Athletics, and Recreation

WZ: Walt Zurko,

Eugene and Charlene
Derge Sussel Endowed
Professor in Art and Art
History

JR: I must begin with the plan of spending more time
with nine grandkids. I certainly plan to continue teaching
and dabbling in experiential learning. Several schools have
reached out to me about helping them initiate AMRE-like
programs. Eileen and I are looking forward to traveling, with
exploration of the U.S. I used to do quite of bit of music (piano, guitar, recorder) and plan to dive back into that hobby.
AS: I like working on projects that have a clear beginning
and end and hope to get involved with local programs
that serve and support our youngest citizens. In the fall
my husband and I are traveling to Machu Picchu and the
Galapagos Islands. I love to piece quilts and imagine I will
spend some time finishing some quilts that have been on
my sewing table for a long time. Lastly, we have a summer
home in the Black Hills in South Dakota and I will spend
time in the summer with family and friends. I spent part
of a previous study leave working in Hill City, S.D. local
schools and hope to continue this when possible.
KT: Keep moving!
DU: Having developed an interest in classic movies, I
plan to continue to read about and view many of these
films that reflect our social and cultural history. My husband and I plan to travel, before deciding where we plan
to settle in retirement.
WZ: In general, I am looking forward to having time to
make art and other things. At heart, I am both a teacher and
a maker; however, as I’ve gotten older, I’ve found it challenging to achieve both avenues well. So, for the last 8-10 years,
I’ve emphasized teaching. I made that decision knowing that
my ability to teach well would eventually come to an end,
but that I could continue to “make.” Therefore, I find the
possibility of having creative “playtime” where I can try
out new ideas, different materials, and making techniques
particularly exciting.

Congratulations to the faculty and staff
members celebrating retirement in the
2019-20 academic year!
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50 years later

The Class of 1970 remembers the Kent State shootings and a world in turmoil.
Members of the Class of 1970 are not
strangers to disruptions during their
spring semester.
These seniors were coming of age in a
world marked by civil unrest, assassinations, the war in Vietnam, and the
draft lottery. College campuses were
bursting with young minds wielding
their voices for change and social
justice.
Right as the spring semester was to
come to a close, President Richard
Nixon on April 30, 1970, made an announcement that the Vietnam War had
expanded into Cambodia—a move that
would spur unrest at college campuses
nationwide. Just five days later, a student rally on May 4 turned deadly, killing four and wounding nine at nearby
Kent State University, and it became a
tragedy that would forever shape the
lives of many Wooster students.
Scheduled to return to campus this
summer to celebrate their 50th reunion, the Class of 1970 found themselves once again, disrupted.
We asked a few of them to recall the
atmosphere on campus and in the
world during this time.
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“As Wooster learned about the shootings,
students and faculty planned responses in Lowry
Center, the site of heated discussions over the
weeks. The first night, Kent State students, who
witnessed the shootings, arrived to urgently tell
their story. One young woman had blood on her
jeans,” writes Susan Hartt ’70. Above right is a poster submitted by
Hartt that was plastered across campus at the time.

Recollections from the Students of the ’70s
Kerry Stroup ’71, writing for The Wooster Voice, tells of the trip he took to Kent State with Lou Young ’72 Monday, May 4, to cover the “noontime rally to be held in
defiance of the city ordinance of the night before prohibiting gatherings.” He describes ominous presence of National Guard troops, throngs of student protestors readied
with handkerchiefs as protection for the rounds of tear gas to come, and the shots “fired fifteen feet into an unarmed crowd.” Stroup writes, “One moment troops had been
steadily advancing; the next moment bullets rang out. As the shots boomed I stood in bewilderment, camera temporarily impotent in my hand. Panicked people rushed by
as the volley died out. Somehow I stood still and saw a girl fall fatally wounded ten feet away.”
Joella Good Newberry ’70, who was participating in Portland State University’s Urban Studies term in spring 1970, wrote May 11 in her weekly report to Wooster
Professor Raymond R. Day: “Quite a week. What is foremost in my mind at this point is the present state of the nation… The whole Cambodia, Kent, campus business is
personally frustrating, terribly, and maybe my desire for “campus rapport” is tending towards a false alleviation of a much deeper problem. I feel the frustration at what it is
like to feel ineffective as a (one) single person, absorbed into the diversity of the city.”
“In hindsight, the civil rights activities of the late 60’s and early 70’s impacted me in a profound way and fueled my interest in civil and criminal justice and serving those
in need. To say it was a disruptive time would be an understatement,” explains Tom Boardman ’70. His advice to the Class of 2020: “Know your goals and despite all
the uncertainty, do your best to stick to them. Try your best to not be distracted by all the “noise” going on around you. Even if deterred momentarily, keep your focus on
your goals, stay disciplined and hopefully you will find your way through all the clutter of the day.”
“We debated, wrote petitions and letters, formed organizations and went on protest marches,” remembers Susan Hartt ’70. “Many schools had outbreaks of violence
or closed. Wooster stayed open but, for the Class of 1970, our final weeks of college were as much about Kent State as they were about academics.”
24
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ak Grove
Lehtinen’s examination of frequency of black
squirrel reveals interesting data

F

irst-time visitors to campus are
quite taken by the black squirrels
scurrying around the grounds,
and some consider them an unofficial
mascot of sorts, but how rare are they?
That’s, in part, what Rick Lehtinen,
professor of biology, set out to find in a
recent study.

Lehtinen and a team of students used
a variety of methods to map out the
color frequencies of Scirus carolinensis,
the scientific name of the eastern gray

squirrel, which is not always gray, but
also can be entirely black (melanistic)
or even all white (albino or leucistic).
The underlying conclusion? Black squirrel populations are pretty common
and widespread throughout the Great
Lakes region, however, they are often
localized. For example, where the most
intensive surveys were done, 65-70% of
the gray squirrel population in Wooster
were black while just to the east in
Orrville saw a 90% rate, but in Lodi, a

WOOSTER
NEWS

few minutes north, the black squirrel
population was 0% (100% gray).
According to Lehtinen, the surprising
wide variance in the color morph
within just a few short drives is “suggestive of genetic drift as an important
mechanism of evolutionary change”
and added that this is a “story that’s
continuing to unfold” as he plans continuing research and collaboration.

Seven new teacher licensure programs are
available to Wooster students

T

he Ohio Department of
Education has approved and
recognized seven new teacher
licensure programs.
Students in Wooster’s Education
Department may now obtain
licensure in these additional areas:
Adolescent to Young Adult (Grade
7-12)-Physical Sciences: Physics,
Adolescent to Young Adult (Grade
7-12)-Physical Sciences: Chemistry,
Adolescent to Young Adult (Grade
7-12)-Life Sciences, Adolescent to
Young Adult (Grade 7-12)-Earth

Sciences, Multi-age (PK-12) World
Languages: Spanish, Multi-age (PK12) World Languages: French, and

Multi-age (PK-12) World Languages:
German.
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WOOSTER
BRIEFS
Eran Maina, a
biochemistry and
molecular biology
major, has been
named the recipient
of a 2020 Goldwater
Scholarship—the
preeminent undergraduate award for
students pursuing mathematics, the natural
sciences, and engineering—the Barry
Goldwater Scholarship and Excellence in Education Foundation announced March 27.
Wooster is among the U.S.
colleges and universities that
produced the most Fulbright
U.S. students during the 201920 academic year, and it was
formally recognized as a “top
producer” by the Fulbright program with a
listing, published by The Chronicle of Higher
Education in February.
Ahmet Atay, associate professor of
communication
studies and global
media and digital
studies, co-edited
two books for
publication in November. Mediated Critical
Communication Pedagogy, published by
Lexington Books, examines use of media
technologies inside and outside the classroom, and Queer Communication Pedagogy
published by Routledge, addresses queer
issues from a communication perspective.
Halen Gifford, a
junior communication studies major,
has been selected
as a Newman Civic
Fellow for the 20202021 school year
by Campus Compact, a national coalition
of colleges and universities committed to
advancing the public purposes of higher
education.
Read more at news.wooster.edu
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Laura Leventhal ’18

NSF picks two
Wooster alumnae
for graduate research fellows
Kyndalanne Pike ’20

T

he National Science Foundation
(NSF) selected two Wooster
alumnae—Laura Leventhal ’18
and Kyndalanne Pike ’20—as fellows
of its highly-competitive and prestigious Graduate Research Fellowship
Program. Leventhal will utilize her
fellowship at Stanford University,
and Pike at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, and in return for a
three-year annual stipend and cost of
education allowance, the fellows are
expected to become “knowledge experts who can contribute significantly
to research, teaching, and innovations
in science and engineering,” according
to the NSF.
A biology major who is now an evolutionary ecologist with a passion for
plant-pollinator interactions, Leventhal’s
winning proposal centered on the study
of California jewelflowers, which have

a unique morphological structure—a
bright purple cluster of male sterile
buds or tufts, of unknown function.
Pike’s successful NSF proposal was
largely based upon her Independent
Study. The double major in chemistry and mathematics developed new
techniques for trace analysis of environmental contaminants, specifically
perfluoroalkyl substances, which are
an emerging concern, in rainwater.
The NSF GRFP is the country’s oldest fellowship program that directly
supports graduate students in various
science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics (STEM) fields, according
to its website. The program recognizes
and supports outstanding students
who are pursuing research-based master’s and doctoral degrees at accredited
U.S. institutions.

WORD FROM
WOOSTER

Creator and Showrunner Gloria
Kellett invites No.-1-I.S.-buttonearner Bailey Bradshaw to be her
VIP guest at a taping of Netflix and
PopTV’s “One Day at a Time.”

“We have vast experience caring for patients with acute respiratory failure, but COVID-19 appears to have a number of unique
features: It is more severe, it lasts longer, it is unpredictable, it
may impact the heart and, most important, there is no cure.”
- Dr. Philip A. Verhoef ‘98, in an Opinion Editorial for USA Today. Verhoef is an
intensive care unit doctor and a clinical assistant professor of medicine at the
University of Hawaii John A. Burns School of Medicine in Honolulu.

“Even if we have income-based safety nets and
employment-based safety nets, there’s a risk of
an imbalance between one’s income flows and
debt obligations, along with other kinds of payment obligations. There’s just not a safety net there.”
– Melanie Long, associate professor of economics, said in a NPR Marketplace interview on coronavirus and its impact on the personal finances of
Americans, many of whom were already living paycheck to paycheck.

WOOSTER
BRIEFS
Wooster’s growing
Latinx community
now has a new
space to gather
and celebrate their
heritage. In January,
surrounded by
fellow students, the campus leaders of Latinas Unidas and the Organization of Latin
American Students, along with College
administrators and allies, introduced the
new Latinx Lounge.
Angie Bos, associate
professor of political
science and associate
dean for experiential
learning, has been
awarded a Fulbright
to go to the
Netherlands to conduct research on Dutch
children’s early political socialization and to
teach a course on Women and Politics at
the University of Amsterdam in spring 2021.
Wooster’s Department of Computer
Science played an
integral role in a
National Science
Foundation study
that helped uncover
the evolution of the tomato, as students
Erika Goetz and Angelo Williams worked
with Associate Professor of Computer Science Sofia Visa to examine the DNA of 245
tomato varieties.

The College of Wooster faculty officially adopted a
			
test-optional admission process beginning for the fall
			
2021 entering class. Applicants will have the option
to submit ACT or SAT test scores as part of Wooster’s admission process, but they will not
be required to do so. The effort was a next step in Wooster’s efforts to create the most
equitable and accessible admissions process that presents the fewest barriers possible.
The decision was covered in Inside Higher Ed, Crain’s Cleveland Business, The Columbus
Dispatch, and Wooster’s The Daily Record.
Read more at news.wooster.edu
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WOOSTER
BRIEFS

“Most of us have not faced a situation even
remotely like this,” says Clayton. “So we
have no previous experience that we can
use to interpret it. We have no guidance
about how we should be responding.”

WORD FROM
WOOSTER

- Professor of Psychology Susan Clayton in an interview with WIRED magazine on “Why Life During a Pandemic
Feels So Surreal”
Wooster is delighted to announce the
return of a College Chapter of the National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People (NAACP) on campus. The
re-establishment process was recently
finalized, with Wooster’s NAACP College
Chapter recording its first official meeting
in several years.
The Association for
the Advancement
of Baltic Studies
selected Marija
Cyvas ’19 as one of
its two winners of
the 2020 AABS Undergraduate Paper in Baltic Studies Award.
The biennial award recognized the originality, scholarship, excellence in writing, and
quality of engagement in a version of her
Independent Study, an analysis of first- and
second-generation Lithuanian-American
families and how they identify ethnically,
make sense of their identities, and the role
of Russia and the Soviet Union in forming
that identity.
Denise Bostdorff, a
leading expert on
political rhetoric
and professor of
communication
studies at Wooster,
was a featured
speaker at the Robert J. Dole Institute of
Politics 2020 Presidential Lecture Series, at
the University of Kansas on Feb. 25.

Read more at news.wooster.edu
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“You are welcome here and we support you,”

– President Bolton shared her support
with Chinese students, faculty, and staff
at a gathering at her home. In early

February, as the seriousness of the
coronavirus outbreak in China was
becoming clear, she invited all of the
Chinese students on the Wooster
campus to her home. Two-thirds
of the Ohio college’s 60 Chinese
students, some of whom had family
members who were ill or quarantined, showed up for a low-key
evening, mingling with Bolton and
several faculty members over sesame dumplings and other Chinese
food prepared by the dining staff.

“Financial aid is calculated with prior-year
tax forms, a formula that is “almost irrelevant
for where people are now. We really want to be
thoughtful about that.”
– President Sarah Bolton remarked in a Chronicle article on “How
College Leaders Are Planning for the Fall.” Wooster has suspended the
practice of preventing current students who have yet to pay outstanding
bills for this year from registering for fall. The financial-aid office is also
working on how it might recalculate more aid packages over the summer.

From selfies of digital I.S.
turn-ins in Tartan pajamas to
homemade parties featuring cupcakes, decorations,
and Wooster spirit wear to
mini parades of parents,
dogs, super hero capes, and
bagpipes on the boombox,
our Scots kept the spirit of
I.S. Monday alive despite not
being able to be on campus
to celebrate.

FULFILLING
PROMISES

Ann Mowery, Abigail Ambrose (the first student recipient of the scholarship), and Cody Leary
(Assistant Professor of Physics and current department chair) at the Dewald Recognition Banquet.

Physics alumna creates opportunities
through endowed scholarship

I

n 2018, retired high school physics
teacher Ann Mowery ‘82, established
the Ann C. Mowery Endowed Scholarship to recognize senior physics majors
who have demonstrated improvement
and growth in analytical studies and
who intend to pursue a career in science, engineering, medicine, entrepreneurship, or education.
Ann was the first woman to graduate
from Wooster with a chemical physics
major. She recalls the physics department at the time as “small, caring, and
dynamic” and insists the diversity of
coursework for the major was excellent.

While at Wooster, Ann served as president of the Society of Physics Students
(SPS) for two years and enjoyed bringing in physics researchers as lecturers
from Ohio universities. She credits both
junior and senior Independent Study,
where she conducted experiments in
light scattering phenomena, as the
stimulus for her blossoming creativity
and inventiveness. “These studies led
to my first science presentation at Ohio
University and a first authorship in the
American Journal of Physics—certainly
a terrific springboard for my physics
teaching career,” said Mowery.

But even as she entered her graduate
school years at Purdue University in
1982, the numbers of women in the
sciences were low. “Twenty years ago,
women in engineering were about
5-10%. Presently, women hold about
28% of the jobs in all STEM fields,” added
Mowery. “Over time the key factors in
the gender STEM gaps are underestimating girls’ math abilities, a male
dominated workforce, and few female
role models as scientists.”
Ann came from a science family based in
Lorain, Ohio, and cultivated her passion
early, studying space and earth sciences
and creating science fair projects. Her
sister studied dietetics in college; her
mother enjoyed plants and nature; and
her father studied engineering prior to
his Army service.
She spent her 30-year career teaching
physics at the secondary school level
for Bay Village Schools in Ohio, developing varied lessons and experiences
that served to ignite student interest in
pursuing continued studies and careers
in the sciences. Ann was recognized
with the Cleveland Plain Dealer Crystal
Apple in Teaching Award in 2009 for
her contributions to the field. She holds

National Board Certification in adolescent and young adulthood science.
Ann retired in 2015.
“The world stands to benefit from
STEM graduates in several ways,” said
Ann. “STEM research bolstered our U.S.
economy with 1.2 million jobs in 2018.
Students who pursue STEM fields in
molecular biology, biochemistry, materials sciences, and engineering will enter the workforce better prepared today
to improve our ability to protect against
future health crises by conducting foundational research which will enable new
technologies to be engineered.”
Motivated to continue to give back,
Ann’s scholarship will help ensure
students at Wooster continue to grow
in knowledge and application of the
principles of physics and develop
self-confidence through many and
diverse laboratories, projects, and
problem-solving experiences.
To learn more about ways you can
provide opportunities to Wooster
students like Mowery has done, visit
woosteralumni.org/give/personal,
call us at 330-263-2325, or send us an
email at giving@wooster.edu.
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OFFICE
HOURS

Amber Larson,

Director of The Learning Center

When Amber Larson
first started supporting
Wooster students academically, she worked in the
Rubbermaid building on
University Street, as in a
photo in her office. Her
office is now in The Learning Center in Gault Library.

Larson works with her
students to see what leads
to the degree, awards,
and accomplishments of
other students. “There are
all kinds of things that go
into getting to the top,”
she said, encouraging
students to see that “it’s
OK to use every single one
of these resources.”
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Posted at her desk, this
Einstein quote and comic
reminds Larson that “Every
single student is different
with individual needs.
We’re always asking, ‘How
do we work to support
you as a student?’ and that
looks different for everyone,” she said.

For every student she’s
worked with on I.S.,
Larson takes a picture
with them after they turn
in their project. “I.S. can
be an exercise in time
management or a project
that takes over their life.
We bring it back to ‘it’s a
paper, a big and exciting
paper about something
you really enjoy,’” she said.

Larson and team develop
lasting relationships with
students and often their
parents, as reflected by
her collection of thank
yous, gifts, and a copy
of the words read at
the Multicultural Stoling
Ceremony when a student
honored Larson by asking
her to present his stole.

You can support The Learning Center with a gift to the Pamela C. Rose Endowed Fund (named after long-time Director
Pam Rose) by visiting woosteralumni.org/give/personal, calling 330-263-2325, or emailing us at giving@wooster.edu.

ATHETICS

Coach Moore’s leadership influences Wooster alumni

T

here are many aspects of great leadership: clear and focused communication, enthusiastic and contagious
passion for a shared vision, genuine and
caring engagement with others, and
virtuous qualities such as honesty, humility, and positivity. Steve Moore possesses
all those traits, and his natural ability to
lead was pivotal to one of the most
successful coaching careers ever in the
hyper-competitive world of college
basketball. His retirement in March
capped 39 memorable seasons, the
last 33 coming at Wooster.

While always swift to deflect any praise
on to his players and assistant coaches,
Moore’s numbers speak for themselves:
867 career wins, the second-most in
NCAA Div. III and 12th among all divisions;
28 NCAA Tournament berths in 33 seasons
at Wooster, including a runner-up finish
and two other trips to the national semifinals; and 18 North Coast Athletic Conference championships, a league record.
Many outstanding athletes gravitated to
Wooster because of Moore, but even
more became top players because of his

inspiration. “I’ve never seen anything like
the family culture at Wooster,” said Tim
Vandervaart, an ‘07 team member. “You
want to play hard for the man. You want
to win for the man. You want to do
everything you can for the man because
he gives so much to everybody else and
expects nothing other than hard work.”
The memories from a run of success on
the court—Wooster has owned the highest winning percentage (.822) of any NCAA
team for much of the 2000s—may fade,
but for hundreds of basketball alumni,
Moore’s influence will last a lifetime.

Sport specialization? Not at Wooster

S

port specialization, or intense,
high-volume training in a single
sport at the expense of participation
in multiple sports, is a trend that’s on
the rise among youth and high school
athletes, according to the National
Federation of State High School Associations. Student-athletes at The College
of Wooster are bucking the trend, as 42
student-athletes* participated in two varsity sports during the 2019-20 academic
year, including Nick Strausbaugh ’20 and
Akwia Tilton ’20.
Strausbaugh, a four-year starter for
Wooster’s storied baseball program and
arguably the top wide receiver in program history, felt his participation in both
sports helped his studies.
Being a multi-sport athlete helped me academically by keeping me on a schedule
year-round,” shared the communication

studies major. “By playing two sports,
I’ve performed better while in season,
and being in season all the time helped
tremendously with academics.”
Tilton earned 13 all-North Coast
Athletic Conference certificates in track
and field and was a three-year starter on
the College’s basketball team. By being a
dual-sport student-athlete, and balancing
that with academics, Tilton’s confident
she has the skills needed to exceed in her
post-Wooster endeavors.

Tilton’s 13 all-NCAC certificates are the 12th-most by a Fighting
Scot. She scored 577 points on the hardwood and played in 100
career games.

“Being a dual-sport student-athlete
is an experience I would never change
for the world,” added Tilton, a sociology major. “I feel as though I have been
prepped beyond belief to deal with what
the real world has to throw at me.”
*includes those who participated in at least one
non-running (cross country, track & field) sport

Strausbaugh is Wooster’s all-time leader in receiving yards (3,178)
and touchdowns (31). On the diamond, he was a career .323 hitter
(138-for-427) with 11 homers and 86 RBI.
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artan Ties

Cheers to Wooster’s newest alumni!

Class of 2020, it’s been an honor to accompany you on your journey from move-in to

4

1

2

3
1. Aubri McKoy (left) and Akwia Tilton (right)
meet during move-in weekend in 2016.
2. Harrison Davenport takes it all in during his
first few days on campus..
3. Members of the class walk through Kauke Arch
as new students.
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5

6
4. Move-in weekend allows many students to meet
for the first time.
5. Nela Aluwihare enjoys the weather as she walks
to her next class.
6. Kwame Poku-Acheampong performs in the
Culture Show last fall.

7

8

9

10

7. Margie Sosa hugs President Bolton at the opening
of the new Latinx Lounge this spring.
8. Gargi Mishra (left) and Paulo Nunes (right) learn
about campus organizations at Scot Spirit Day .
9. Dan Harwood makes a terrific catch.
10. Bailey Bradshaw (left) and Helen Francis
(right) learn new teaching methods.

graduation and all those special moments and milestones in between.

11

14

17

12

15

13
11. Nicholas Godsey (holding sign) took part in
the Global Climate Strike demonstration on
campus this past September.
12. Victoria McCaslin participates in Academic
Registration and Creative Horizons, known as
ARCH, the registration and welcoming program
for incoming students.
13. Emily Davis (center) performs in the
Scot Symphonic Band.

16
14. Dual-major Eleanor Linafelt works on her I.S.
in English and women’s, gender, and
sexuality studies.
15. I.S. research often requires countless hours
of focused time in library carrels.
16. Grace O’Leary plays in a field hockey game.
17. Alana Smith (left) met Grammy Award winner
Pharrell Williams when he spoke on campus
in the fall.

20

18

19
18. Chloe Litts hoists the Tootsie Roll in celebration
of completing I.S.
19. Several seniors and friends celebrate turning
in I.S.
20. Mia Stevens created her own arch ceremony
at her home in Buffalo, New York, complete
with a cut-out of President Sarah Bolton.
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ALUMNI
ACHIEVEMENTS

1950s
Paul Bushnell ’53 retired from teaching African American history at Illinois
Wesleyan University.
Eugene Cox ’53 retired from teaching
European and French medieval history
in 1993.
Bruce Roth ’53 wrote a book entitled
“Larry Schlafly Federal League

Pioneer,” about a third major baseball
league he started in 1914 that forced
owners of the established teams to
raise salaries by about 50 percent
available on the Society for American
Baseball Research website.
Emily Rhoads Johnson ’58 wrote
a book called Rumble Seats,
Heffalumps, and the Atom Bomb:
A Midwestern Girlhood.

Donald Register ‘59 received the title
pastor emeritus from the Sixth Grace
Presbyterian Church of Chicago and
the Chicago Presbytery. This honor
recognizes his 17 years of loyal and
faithful service to the church, the
Chicago Presbytery, the surrounding
community, and other locations in
Chicagoland.

1960s
Byron Shafer ’60 starred in two plays
produced and directed by his wife Jane
for their Meadow Lakes senior living
community. He taught a continuing education course at Fordham University
and led a Coffee and Scripture group at
Meadow Lakes. He chairs the resident
committee that raised and granted
some $70,000 in tuition support to 28
employees of Meadow Lakes.
Mary Madden McKee ’61 returned
to Bella Vista, Arkansas in September
for the groundbreaking for the Bella
Vista Library Expansion, a project first
considered when she served as chair
of the Library Foundation.
Angene Wilson ’61 and Jack Wilson
’61 published their book Voices of
African Immigrants in Kentucky: Migration, Identity and Transnationality last

ON THE
CALENDAR

Black and Gold Weekend
Oct. 23-24, 2020

Alumni Weekend
June 10-13, 2021
Find all the latest information
about upcoming events at
woosteralumni.org.
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December, for which they conducted
almost 50 oral history interviews.
Kathleen Coulter Boudreau ’62
wrote two books, Point Counterpoint
II: Arts Afloat on the Waterways of the
World and American Wind Symphony
Orchestra: The Messengers and the
Music, about her 55 years living
and working with the conductor
and music director of the American
Wind Symphony Orchestra.
Bob Dawson ’62 retired from the
Government Relations Department of
the National Rural Electric Cooperative
Association in 2002. He lives with his
wife in the Arlington community of
Riverwood where he is the secretary
of the Citizens Association and historian for the Arlington Senior Golf Club.

Dan Cryer ’65 has published a memoir called Forgetting My Mother: A Blues
from the Heartland.
Beth Lambkin Webster ’65 is now fully
retired but had worked for many years
for CIGNA in Connecticut. After that
retirement, she served on her town
committee as registrar of voters.
Solomon Oliver Jr. ’69, a U.S. district
court judge, was honored with the
2020 Richard W. Pogue Award for Excellence in Community Leadership and
Engagement by the Cleveland Metropolitan Bar Foundation. He is being
recognized for his involvement with
the foundation’s “pipeline programs”
that draw Cleveland and East Cleveland high school and college students
into law education and jobs, supporting them with mentors and resources.

1970s
Martie Wachs ’70 retired from her
job as staff vice president of human
resources for a Fortune 500 manufacturing company in 2000. She has since
worked extensively in Bolivia with
her husband, building an orphanage,
several schools, and working at a
handicapped children’s center.

non-governmental organizations
based in Switzerland and Norway. He
works on climate change, biodiversity,
and other environmental issues in
Central Asia, Eastern Europe, the Caucasus, and other hotspots mostly with
UN agencies and the Swiss government as clients.

Geoff Hughes, ’72 works from his
home in Port Townsend, Washington, as an editor and writer for small

Holly Whitcomb ’75’s latest book, The
Practice of Finding: How Gratitude Leads
the Way to Enough, was chosen by the

Unnati Singhania ’17

Education USA Advisor

Involvements:
Representative at alumni fairs and
resource for prospective students

Q. What inspires you to
volunteer with Wooster?

A. My liberal arts education helps

me identify and solve problems in
any given organization or structure
by asking the right questions and
being resourceful. I became aware of
the best opportunities be it research,
internships, leadership positions
or jobs by being actively involved in
this close-knit community. I feel very
inspired by the energy of the people
I met at Wooster including alumni,
staff, and professors, how happy they
felt when we achieved something, and
how ready they were with information
when we lost souls needed help.

SCOT
VOLUNTEER

Q. Why is it important to you
to volunteer?

A. With a sense of service in mind,

I position myself to be that helping
hand to a student who knows nothing
about applying to colleges in the
United States. I do all of this so that
like me someone else can pursue a
dream eight thousand miles away
from home.

Q. What have you taken away
from the experience?

A. It feels very rewarding to talk

with parents and students who aspire
to begin the journey I successfully
completed. Volunteering is an important way to give back to an institution
that changed my perspective, my

approach to everyday activities, and
gave me so much so that I can inspire
others to do the same.

Q. Is there anything else you
want to add?

A. Volunteering is not limited to

attending and promoting the college
at events in a formal way. It can be a
simple reply to a LinkedIn message or
a ‘yes’ to a student who wants to meet
you over coffee in a new city.
Contact alumni@wooster.edu to learn
more about how you can be involved.

1970s
website “Spirituality and Practice” to be
one of the Best Spiritual Books of 2019.
Jeff Bates ’76 retired from his full-time
job as a lawyer with a large law firm in
Los Angeles several years ago.
Debbie Starr Branfield ’76 retired and
is enjoying the extra time to do volunteer work with the Junior League of Fort
Wayne, Purdue Extension Master Gardeners, and the Botanical Conservatory.
Robert Christensen ’76 sold his business and retired four years ago.
Marilynn Duker ’76, CEO at Brightview Senior Living and a member of
Wooster’s Board of Trustees, has been
named 2019 Business Leader of the

ALUMNI
ACHIEVEMENTS
Year by Loyola University Maryland’s
Sellinger School of Business and Management. The award honors business
executives who embody Loyola’s Jesuit
commitment to community and service
in the leadership of their organizations.
Bob Morrow ’76 retired in May 2019
after 16 years as a tenured associate
professor of history at Morgan State
University.
Tim Shetzer ’76 retired from the YMCA
of Central Stark County after 40 years
of service, 22 as executive director.
During his tenure with the organization, it grew to 10 branches, including
a rebuilt facility in downtown Canton.
He and his wife, the Rev. Lynn BozichShetzer ’75, also recently retired, plan

to remain in Stark County where they
have two adult children and two grandsons in the area.
Debby Smith ’76 retired five years ago after serving as an administrative law judge
for the Social Security Administration.
Steve Cobb ’77 retired last December
from Major League Baseball after
serving as Director of the Arizona Fall
League (AFL) for 26 seasons. Recently,
Steve was elected unanimously by the
AFL Hall of Fame Selection Committee
to the League’s Hall of Fame.
Elizabeth Brandt ’79 retired in June
2019 and moved back to Cleveland
with her husband.

1980s
Kenneth Kolich ’79 retired from his
position as a detective sergeant in the
Hudson County Prosecutor’s Office in
New Jersey after spending 33 years in

law enforcement, 23 of which were in
the Homicide and Special Victim’s Unit.
He is moving back to Wooster in April.

James Boncella ’80 was appointed as
the director of the Washington State
University and U.S. Department of
Energy’s Pacific Northwest National
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Angene Wilson ’61
and Jack Wilson ’61
Voices of African Immigrants in Kentucky
The University Press
of Kentucky, 2019
Coauthored with
Francis Musoni and
Iddah Otieno, and
based on nearly
50 oral history
interviews with
Africa-born immigrants in Kentucky.
It covers their challenges and positive
experiences coming
to and living in the
bluegrass state.

Holly W. Whitcomb ’75
The Practice of
Finding
Eerdmans, 2019
Whitcomb writes
about the spiritual
practice of “finding”
as an anecdote to
seeking and allowing us to be grateful
for having received
enough. She draws
on work by poets,
playwrights, psychologists, and theologians as well as her
own experience.

David Miraldi ’75
The Edge of Malice:
The Marie Grossman
Story
Prometheus Books,
2020
A work of narrative
nonfiction, The Edge
of Malice is the story
of one woman’s
resilience, quest for
justice, and struggle
for closure after a
criminal act changes
her life forever.

Gary Mabbott ’73
Electroanalytical
Chemistry: Principles,
Best Practices,
and Case Studies
Wiley, 2020
An introduction to
methods of chemical
analysis based on
electrochemistry,
the book covers potentiometric sensors
and voltammetric
methods used in
industrial, environmental, and clinical
settings as well as
fundamental studies
in analytical chemistry, biochemistry and
catalysis.

Nicholas Young ’88
i will STAND
Independently
published, 2019
This memoir is
about Young meeting the love of his
life, grappling with
illness, and attending graduate school.

Mary Crow ’55
Colorado. Translations/Traducciones
esamble, 2019
Crow is one of four
Colorado-based
poets whose work
is translated into
Spanish by Silvia
Soler Gallego and
Francisco Leal in
this new collection.

Benjamin Duval ’01
Ecology of Desert
Systems, 2nd Edition
Elsevier Press, 2019
Coauthored with Duval’s master’s advisor,
Walter G. Whitford,
this is the second
edition of Whitford’s
well-regarded text.
This edition includes
expanded discussions on soil erosion processes, the
impacts of invasive
plant species, and a
new chapter on climate change effects
in desert ecosystems.

Terence W. Barrett ’71
Given in Full
Measure...Cradling
Grenades: Volume II:
Korea
Independently
published, 2019
The fifth in a series,
this book provides
biographical accounts of the lives
of four Marines who
were awarded Medals of Honor during
the Korean War.

Lawrence C. Marsh ’67
Optimal Money Flow:
A New Vision of How
a Dynamic-Growth
Economy Can Work
for Everyone
Avila University
Press, 2019
Marsh explains the
new Money Flow
paradigm, a vision
for a new role of
government in a
21st century growth
economy.

Bryan Dunlap ’66
The Boys from
Canaan: Making It
and Losing It in the
New Republic
Independently
published, 2019
This book traces
the lives of two
brothers’ journeys
to become urban
professionals in
the early 1800s.
This new research
edition includes
endnotes and an
index.

Email wooster_magazine@wooster.edu to share a new book.
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A LIFELONG COMMITMENT TO POETRY by Eleanor Linafelt ‘20
When Mary Crow ’55 was an English
major at Wooster, she knew that she
loved poetry, but she didn’t consider that
she might be able to make a career out
of it. “I was writing poetry and reading
it, but did I want to ‘pursue’ it?” Crow
asked. “I doubt if I asked myself that in
those days; there certainly wasn’t a way
to support myself through poetry, and I
needed to do that.”
The English department at Wooster
fostered Crow’s love for poetry. “I had
a wonderful creative writing teacher,
Larry Hayden, and then did my junior
and senior theses on poetry—e. e.
cummings and Robinson Jeffers; a sonnet
sequence of my own along with a study
of Renaissance sonnet sequences,” she
remembered. But by the time graduation
rolled around, Crow knew that she
needed to make a plan in order to be
able to support herself. She attended
graduate school at Indiana University
to study English. But it was afterwards,
when she attended the Iowa Writers
Workshop, that she published her first
poem and the potential to pursue poetry
professionally began to seem possible.
Landing a job in the English department
of Colorado State University, Crow

continued to write and publish her own
work, teaching there for almost 40 years.
Over the course of her writing career,
Crow has published three books of
poetry, three chapbooks, and multiple
works of translation. Her poetry also has
appeared in many journals. including
American Poetry Review and Ploughshares.
Crow has received a wide assortment
of awards including poetry fellowships
from the National Endowment for the
Arts and Colorado Council on the Arts, a
Colorado Book Award, and a Translation
Award from Columbia University. She
has received three Fulbrights; the first
took her to the former Yugoslavia,
and the others to Peru and Chile, and
Argentina and Venezuela—which Crow
said boosted her translation work.
In 1996, Crow was named the Poet
Laureate of Colorado, a role she held for
14 years, during which she promoted
poetry in the state through readings and
workshops, among other activities. A
particularly memorable activity for Crow
was running a contest for visual artists
and poets to put poetry placards in Fort
Collins buses in conjunction with New
York City’s “Poetry in Motion” program.

RECENT
ALUMNI
BOOKS

After her retirement from Colorado
State, Crow has continued to work on
poetry and other pursuits.
“I am revising a new book of my own
poems based on my residence in Egypt
in 2011, the time of the spring uprising,”
said Crow. “I send my poems out
regularly to literary journals and have
recently had poems published in Notre
Dame Review and West Texas Review,”
among other publications.
Most recently, a collection of her poems
from her book Addicted to the Horizon
was translated into Spanish in the 2019
book Colorado Translations/Traducciones.
While Crow didn’t expect to be able to
make a career out of poetry when she
was studying at Wooster, her extensive
writing, teaching, and translating made
it possible.

WEDDINGS

1

2

1 Susannah Montgomery ‘15 married Oran Kennedy on Aug.
2, 2019 in Leiden, the Netherlands. Susannah and Oran met at
Wooster in 2012 when Oran came from Ireland for a year via the
Study USA program organized by the British Council. Front row
(left to right): Grace Montgomery ‘20, Susannah Montgomery ‘15.
Oran Kennedy, Emily Faber ‘15, Elizabeth Hart ‘15, and Margot
Bruce ‘15; back row (left to right): Audrey Graham ‘15, Robert
Montgomery ‘87, Robert Worrell ‘15, Larissa Branovacki ‘15, William Bolte ‘15, Sarah Roth ‘15, and Lara Sinangil ‘15.

2 Zoë Zwegat ‘14 married Andreas Schmid, Nov. 2, 2019, New
Albany, Ohio. Back row: Sharon Rice ‘90, Meg (Armstrong)
Boucher ‘10, Katie Bradshaw ‘17, Lydia Webster ‘17, Maggie
(Roberts) Behun ‘13, Greg Van Horn ‘12, Devin Grandi ‘13, Ben
Welbourn ‘11, Melissa Morgan ‘13; middle row: Brandon Andrew
‘11, Marissa Evans ‘10, Edie Anderson-Freese ‘14, Lizzi Beal ‘12,
Andreas Schmid, Zoë Zwegat ‘14, Margaret (Raabe) Van Horn
‘12, Abby (Jensen) Welbourn ‘11, Lauren (Lee) Ferry ‘13; front
row: Anna Regan ‘14, Bria Price ‘14, Robert Thompson ‘78, Kelley
Johnson ‘13, Paige Parker ‘14, Annie Jaeb ‘14, Tatyana Colbert ‘14,
Jordan Dieterle ‘13.
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WEDDINGS (continued)

WOOSTER ENCOUNTERS

3

1

3 Katie Heugel ‘12 married
Adam Jankowski ‘13,
Oct. 5, 2019, in Cleveland, OH.
Left to right: Matt Spencer ‘14,
Mark Federman ‘13, Ellen Skonce
‘15, Tim Stehulak ‘13, David
Greetham ‘13, Adam Jankowski
‘13, Katie Heugel ‘12, Leigh
Huffman ‘14, Joe Skonce ‘12,
Bron Schlaefer ‘12, Zach Kelly ‘14,
Arielle (Neu) Daehms ‘12, Eric
Moizuk ‘14, Katie Kowicki ‘12,
Andrew Collins ‘12, Maggie
Connors ‘16, Tricia Hall ‘14,
Aaron Yi ‘12, Wesley Murphy ‘13.
WOOSTER ENCOUNTERS

Coming Soon!

1 Roger Copp ’76 and Cynthia
Hecksher Copp ’76 recently
got together with Curt
Frederickson ’76 in 2019 at
McRostie Winery in California.

Share your Class Notes anytime!

2 Ed Esber ’83 traveled to
the Scottish Highlands with
his son, showing his Wooster
pride by wearing his “W” hat.

2

Enjoy features tailored for you:
n

Share your news with your class as it happens.

n

Access Class Notes when it’s convenient for you.

n

Search for your classmates and their latest news.

n

Contact your fellow alumni!

Visit woosteralumni.org

3

3 Jim McClung ’59 and Steve
Gault ’73 had a fun visit at
Jim’s home in North Carolina
when Steve pulled him in his
antique cart.
4 Lynn Withrow ’72 hosted
Leslie Fisher ’72 and Sherry
Stratton ’72 at her home in
Seattle for a mini-reunion on
Lynn’s birthday in late July
2019. Leslie was on her way
to Alaska from her home in
the Boston area. Sherry, from
the “Third Coast,” couldn’t
resist joining them.
5 Three graduates and one
former Wooster student
celebrated Steve Cobb ’77’s
65th birthday in Columbus,
Ohio. All were members of
Phi Sigma Alpha. From left to
right: Jim Hackbarth (former
1973-74 student), Steve Staley
’77, John McMillen ’75, and
Steve Cobb ’77.

4
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5

1980s

continued

Laboratory’s joint research collaboration, the Nuclear Science and Technology Institute. In this role, he will create
research strategy and develop research
programs for understanding materials
in radiation environments, preventing

the use of illicit nuclear materials, dealing with nuclear waste management,
and planning for the next generation of
nuclear energy.
David Martin ’83 has a new assign-

ment working on development of webbased “e-Lessons” to train new hires
after working for ten years as the EHS
manager for the container business at
International Paper.

ALUMNI
ACHIEVEMENTS

1990s
Lauren Cohen Bell ’94, a professor at
Randolph-Macon College, was named
the Campus Teaching award winner
from the American Political Science
Association.
Chris Brown ’94 has had a promotion at
United Airlines.

2010s
Brittanny Lee ’11 relocated from
Akron to Cincinnati, Ohio in December
to become the prospect development

Daniel Laun ’94 has been promoted to
managing director for the RPA and WLA
Business Unit at Help systems.

Jesse Larson ’99 started a new job as
the pastor of Bethany Presbyterian
Church in Sacramento in March.

Brian Wright ’94 has been named the
new Pitt State Head football coach.

Shayna Sharpe ’99 has been accepted
to the North East Ohio Masters of Fine
Arts creative writing program at Cleveland State University.

Ryan Allen ’99 was promoted to
Principal of the University of Chicago’s
Laboratory Middle School.

manager for the University of Cincinnati
Foundation.

Dear Scots,
During these uncertain and unprecedented times, the Office of Alumni & Family Engagement has announced several tools to help you and
your family.

ALUMNI
NEWS

Woosteralumni.org/career
In partnership with national experts, we are launching this new site filled with career-related courses. Each course is designed to be interactive and support you and anyone in your network. Course topics include building your personal brand, building your network, mock
interviews, interview preparation, resume and cover letters, finding the right company, and more. Visit woosteralumni.org/career to create
your profile and begin taking courses.
Your Global Alumni Network
Are you looking to provide guidance and career expertise to current students and fellow alumni? Are you in need of networking help from
fellow alumni? Visit wooster.firsthand.co to become a Wooster Adviser today.
• Mentor on your own schedule.
• Choose the topics you know best, in areas like careers, academics, admissions, business, and startups.
• Make a difference by giving students the advice you wish you’d had.
Woosteralumni.org/VirtualConnections
We have created a one-stop site for all of your virtual needs. Download Wooster-themed Zoom backgrounds, coloring pages, and activities for
your kids. Watch a fellow Scot share their expertise through one of our Alumni Insights videos, join the Wooster Book Club, or do a Wooster
jigsaw puzzle. All are available at woosteralumni.org/virtualconnections.
Wooster Alumni Online Community
The alumni online community includes a searchable database to allow alumni to search, connect with, and message other alumni. This feature
will be turned on July 1, 2020. If you have misplaced your login information, please visit woosteralumni.org/login and new user registration.
I hope you find these tools helpful during this challenging time. Please share your feedback, or questions, with us at alumni@wooster.edu.
Go Scots!

Thomas McArthur, Assistant Vice President for Alumni & Family Engagement | Twitter: @ThomasMcArthur1 | Office: 330.263.2533
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IN MEMORIAM
Since the last issue, the Office of Alumni and Family Engagement
became aware of the deaths of the following alumni by March 15, 2020.
Contact alumni@wooster.edu with information about the deaths of
alumni or for more information.
‘42, Willis T. Brown, Dec. 5, 2018, Plantation, FL

‘55, David K. Custis, Nov. 7, 2019, Tallahassee, FL

‘43, Richard D. Barkes, Sept. 28, 2019, Westlake, OH

‘56, Charles A. Schneider, Aug. 3, 2019, State College, PA

‘43, Frances (Barr) Curtis, Dec. 15, 2019, Wooster, OH

‘57, Evan E. Davis, Dec. 24, 2019, Oak Hill, OH

‘44, Loraine (Bristol) Wick, Dec. 28, 2019, East Granby, CT

‘58, John D. Musselman, Jan. 21, 2020, Orrville, OH

‘46, Priscilla (Allgyer) Johnson, Dec. 25, 2019, Hailey, ID

‘58, Robert D. Sponseller, Dec. 13, 2019, Shelby, OH

‘47, John C. Frentz, Feb. 13, 2020, Akron, OH

‘59, Nancy (Phillips) Miller, Jan. 18, 2020, Savannah, GA

‘47, Marilyn E. (Cordray) Lilley, Nov. 24, 2019, Kent, OH

‘59, Ellen Gail (Mc Ginnis) Weiss, Feb. 22, 2020, Sanibel, FL

‘47, Doris (Lloyd) Scalise, Nov. 1, 2018, Utica, NY

‘60, C.E. Howard, Feb. 10, 2020, Akron, OH

‘47, Ruth E. (Swan) Steffen, Dec. 5, 2019, Stevens Point, WI

‘62, Roger B. Cooley, Feb. 8, 2019, Washington, NJ

‘48, Edwin Fenton, Feb. 8, 2020, South Wellfleet, MA

‘62, Howard D. Sales, Dec. 2, 2019, Dayton, OH

‘49, Ruth M. (Davies) Anderson, Dec. 26, 2019, Victor, ID

‘63, Evelyn (Sydnor) Kubas, Oct. 10, 2019, Canton, CT

‘49, Martha (Stoll) Ballard, Jan. 22, 2020, Louisville, KY

‘65, Carol A. (Bayley) Conaway, Oct. 2, 2019, Sewiskley, PA

‘49, Margaret (Sneed) Coplen, Aug. 12, 2019, Jefferson City, MO

‘65, Richard Reidinger, Dec. 10, 2019, Atlanta, GA

‘49, Deane W. Ferm, Nov. 23, 2019, Ellsworth, ME

‘66, David E. Foscue, Jan. 20, 2020, Montesano, WA

‘49, George Schneider, June 24, 2019, Lafayette, LA

‘66, Kathleen L. (Slocum) L’armand, Nov. 16, 2019, Swarthmore, PA

‘50, Sally J. (Bethke) Bernhardt, Nov. 26, 2019, Wooster, OH

‘67, William C. Lewis, Nov. 4, 2019, Willow Spring, NC

‘51, J. Rodgers Spencer, Dec. 23, 2019, Okmulgee, OK

‘70, Jay F. Boyd, Oct. 15, 2019, Albuquerque, NM

‘52, Janet (Immel) Clark, Oct. 31, 2019, Willoughby, OH

‘70, LaZalia Vee (Bridges) Richardson, Dec. 12, 2019, Spotsylvania, VA

‘52, Lorine (Martin) Kieler, Nov. 24, 2019, Wichita, KS

‘73, Geof L. Petch, Feb. 5, 2018, Malibu, CA

‘52, Walter F. Wolf, Jan. 18, 2020, Gallup, NM

‘77, Sarah J. (Seaman) Furness, March 26, 2019, Strongsville, OH

‘54, Robert E. Beidler, Feb. 14, 2020, Tipp City, OH

‘78, Edward F. Long, Dec. 28, 2019, Charlotte, NC

‘54, Gilbert L. Bloom, Dec. 24, 2019, Muncie, IN

‘80, Belinda (Dinan) Koontz, Dec. 1, 2019, Mars, PA

‘54, James R. Ewers, Nov. 17, 2019, Salt Lake City, UT

‘81, Thomas F. Wonders, Jan. 1, 2019, Berea, OH

‘54, Thomas E. Springer, Feb. 15, 2020, Los Alamos, NM

‘99, Chaya S. (Cashin) Zahn, Dec. 9, 2019, Arlington, VA

‘54, Harry W. Wright, July 7, 2019, Norman, OK

‘12, Justin Charles Warnes, Jan. 23, 2020, Columbus, OH

Faculty
L. Gordon Tait, March 7, 2020, Wooster, OH
Tait, emeritus professor of religious studies, served as a faculty member for 35 years (1956-91), chairing the religious studies department
three separate times and specializing in church history, the history of Christian thought, and American religion. He was a recognized authority on the life and thought of John Witherspoon, an influential Scottish-American Presbyterian minister who served as college president of
what became Princeton University and was the only active clergyman to sign the Declaration of Independence. He was the first American
to be made an honorary fellow at the University of Edinburgh and received an Outstanding Service to Higher Education citation from the
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.) as well as a Distinguished Alumnus Award from the Pittsburgh Theological Seminary. Tait was the author of two
books, The Promise of Tillich (1971) and The Piety of John Witherspoon: Pew, Pulpit, and Public Forum (2000), and a number of articles in scholarly
publications. A native of western Pennsylvania, Tait served in the Navy as a line officer in the Pacific during World War II, and later graduated
from Harvard University in 1948 with a bachelor’s degree in history. He became a Presbyterian minister after earning a master’s in divinity
from Pittsburgh Theological Seminary in 1951 and completed a Ph.D. at the University of Edinburgh in 1955 before joining Wooster.
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Q. What arts enrichment opportunities were you involved in as a

student—a theatre production, a performance, a student group?

QUESTION &
ANSWERS

We asked you to share your experiences with arts on campus that you enjoyed and you answered.
Thank you to all the alumni who responded this spring! Read some of our favorite responses below
and participate in the next prompt below.

A.

“I sang in the College of Wooster
Gospel Choir from 1983–1985 - it was
glorious!”
– Cheryl Trautmann Boop ’85

A. “I majored in theatre and enjoyed the

many ways I got to be involved in productions, both on stage and backstage. The
most fun I ever had, though, was as Elmire
in Tartuffe.”
– Robin Laubenthal ’06

A.

“I loved participating in the Wooster
Scot Band. (So much so that I have volunteered for the band for 38 years).”
– Chester Andrews ’85

A.

“I had the privilege and good fortune
of performing in theatrical productions
both respectable (Hedda Gabler, Oedipus,
Tartuffe, Tales of the Lost Formicans) and
disreputable (looking in your direction,
Don’t Throw Shoes with the likes of Cathy
Taylor ’92 and Paul D’Addario ’92).”
– Eric Pfeffinger ’92

A.

“One of my favorite experiences was
directing a play with my husband Matt
Stouffer ’14 as part of Effie’s Players, the
student-run theatre group on campus.
Being part of Effie’s and staying involved
with theatre during college, even though
it wasn’t my major, was such an important
part of my time at Wooster”
– Loni Stouffer ’13

Q. In honor of Independent Study, tell us about some of the best advice
you received from your faculty mentor or advisor when you were a
senior in one or two sentences.

Send your responses to wooster_magazine@wooster.edu or watch for the contest on Facebook this summer.
Some lucky contributors will receive prizes that celebrate their Wooster pride!

Wooster
The College of Wooster | 1189 Beall Avenue
Wooster, Ohio 44691-2363

Class of 1970 senior spring also disrupted
Scheduled to celebrate their Golden Reunion in June, members of the Class of 1970 find themselves once again
disrupted, this time, by a global pandemic that has turned the world upside down.
Fifty years ago, as seniors, this class experienced a world in turmoil, with civil unrest, the draft, assassinations,
the war in Vietnam, and the deadly May 4, 1970, student rally at Kent State University.
In a moment of reflection, read more inside about what it was like on campus at the time through accounts in
The Wooster Voice and memories from those who lived it. One alumnus shares advice with today’s graduates about
how to stay grounded despite what’s going on around them. Photo top left: Steven Clevenger/Corbis via Getty images
Photo bottom left: Robert DeGast

